THE TRUST CLAUSE: WHO OWNS OUR CHURCH?!?
By Mary Logan, General Counsel
The General Council on Finance and Administration
May 1998
“What do you mean, we don’t own our church? We built it with sweat equity and funds raised the
old
fashioned way. Our name is on the deed. Have you lost your mind? Of course we own it!”
How many times have you heard this, or something like it, from well meaning United Methodists,
from disgruntled United Methodists, and from persons who want to be called former United
Methodists? It is rarely spoken in Christian love. It is always spoken with a lack of
understanding of the “trust clause” and the core polity of the United Methodist denomination
In order to understand the denomination’s polity about church property, it is helpful to understand two
important terms: conferencing and itineracy, terms used frequently in the vocabulary of theologians
(as
the rest of us scratch our heads in confusion or wonder).’
Conferencing is a wonderfully simple and yet richly complex term used in many contexts in the
denomination. Loosely speaking, the conference is a group of persons and/or churches that have
covenanted to be in ministry with one another: the charge conference; the annual or central conference;
the General Conference. More formally, conference refers to a body of clergy and laity that exercises
certain legislative, judicial and executive functions for the body. The term also is used in the context
of
time (from conference to conference), geographical areas (the number of charges in an annual conference,
etc.), and as a method of discussing Christian issues to discern God’s will from the collective wisdom
of a
group. All of these uses of the term conference are fundamental to the polity of this “connectional”
denomination.
Itineracy of course refers to the traveling preachers, the appointment of clergy by the bishop
to wherever their gifts are best used to meet the needs of the ministry. A visual image of the
circuit rider comes to mind.
So, you ask, how in the world do these two terms relate to our ownership of our church? Conferencing
and itineracy as core concepts of United Methodist polity make clear that we are not a congregational
church, but rather a connectional church: we are “connected” to one another through conferencing
and
itineracy, on a journey together in connection and in covenant with one another. The trust clause
further
bears this out. John Wesley created a model deed (transported to America by Thomas Coke), to
protect
the security of the “preaching house,” as a place for the itinerant pastor to serve and followers to
worship.
Wesley’s rationale for this model deed was, as follows:
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For those who are theologians, experts on United Methodist history, or prefer to speak with precision
and for those who may want to take
what I say literally
I beg your indulgence as I speak conceptually and not with precision, in an effort to teach and assist
those who do not
understand the trust clause and have neither the time nor the inclination to study Methodist history.
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GROUP RULING FOR UNITED METHODIST CHURCHES
Pursuant to ¶ 807.7 of the 2000 Book of Discipline, the General Council on Finance and
Administration (“GCFA”) has the responsibility to maintain and administer The United
Methodist Church Group Tax Exemption Ruling (“Group Ruling’) on behalf of the
denomination. The Group Ruling was issued by the Internal Revenue Service in a letter
(“Group Ruling Letter) to GCFA, dated October 16, 1974. (Copies of the Group Ruling
Letter are available from the GCFA Legal Department.)
What Does The Group Ruling Do?
The Group Ruling recognizes certain United Methodist organizations as exempt from
federal income tax under §501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. Organizations
covered by the Group Ruling are also exempt from taxes imposed under the Federal
Unemployment Tax Act (FUTA) and are not required to file Internal Revenue Service
Form 990. However, if such organizations have received unrelated business income
during the year, they must file Internal Revenue Service Form 990T (Exempt
Organization Business Income Return). But note that beginning January 1, 1984, all
employees of non-profit organizations are covered by social security. This change is
mandatory and there are no exceptions. Therefore, the language in the 1974 Group
Ruling Letter exempting churches from social security is out of date and should not be
followed.
A copy of the Group Ruling Letter may be used as proof of the tax-exempt status of
covered organizations. For example, persons or corporations making gifts to United
Methodist Churches and other organizations covered under the Group Ruling may
request evidence that the recipient of the gift is a tax-exempt organization. A copy of
the Group Ruling Letter may be furnished to such persons and upon request, this office
will also furnish a letter certifying inclusion under the Group Ruling. Requests for such
certification letters should be sent to the GCFA Legal Department. The Group Ruling
Letter may also be used in obtaining bulk mailing permits from the U.S. Postal Service.
What United Methodist Organizations Are Covered By The Group Ruling?
Some United Methodist organizations are explicitly included in the Group Ruling Letter,
for example, all local United Methodist Churches; all annual conferences and their
official agencies, commissions, and committees; the General Agencies; the Judicial
Council; and the General Conference. These entities can simply refer to the Group
Ruling Letter as evidence of their tax-exempt status. (Despite being issued in 19741 the
Group Ruling Letter remains in full force and effect.) In addition, other organizations
affiliated with one (or more) of these explicitly included entities can be covered under
the Group Ruling in certain circumstances. (See the discussion below.)
In its original application for the Group Ruling Letter in the early 1970s, GCFA filed
certain documents with the IRS. These documents are updated annually and contain
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the names of the organizations that are currently covered by the Group Ruling. These
documents are:
1. The most recent edition of The United Methodist Directory;
2. A computer printout of all local United Methodist Churches in the United States;
and
3. A roster of organizations not included in the above two categories that have been
accepted upon application to GCFA for inclusion within the Group Ruling.
The foflowing types of institutions and organizations cannot be covered under the Group
Ruling:
1. Hospitals, nursing homes, other health-care facilities and children’s homes;
2. Universities, colleges and other educational institutions;
3. Non-denominational organizations headquartered in local churches, such as
day-care centers, extended care facilities, and senior citizen organizations, where
such organizations are not an integral part of the local church in which they are
located;
4. Certain recreational facilities and summer camps; and
5. Ecumenical groups, such as a community food pantry operated by local
churches of different religious denominations.
How Does An Organization Not Already Included Apply For Inclusion Under The
Group Ruling?

All requests for inclusion under the Group Ruling should be sent to the General Council
on Finance and Administration, Legal Department, 1200 Davis Street, Evanston, INinois,
60201-4193. You may also submit your request by telephone (847.425.6537), fax
(847.425.6568), or e-mail (legalgcfa.org). Please do not send such requests to the
Internal Revenue Service because it has designated GCFA as the administrator of the
Group Ruling.
Each request will be considered on its individual facts and circumstance& If it is clear
that the organization in question qualifies to be tax-exempt as a religious organization
under §501 (c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code, GCFA will then make the determination
of whether or not the organization also qualifies for inclusion under the Group Ruling.
Any affiliated United Methodist organization seeking to be included under the Group
Ruling (that is, a United Methodist organization that is not already explicitly covered)
should submit to GCFA the following documents in support of its request:

1. A statement giving written authorization to GCFA to include the organization
under the Group Ruling;
2. A statement that the organization is not, in its opinion, a private foUndation as
defined in §509(a) of the Code;
3. A copy of the Articles of Incorporation of the organization, if any;
4. A copy of the Bylaws of the organization, if any;
5. If there are no Articles or Bylaws, then similar structure” documents, such as a
mission statement, charter, standing rules, and/or explanation of structure;
6. A statement setting forth the source and nature of the funding of the
organization; and
7.

The Employer Identification Number (EIN) of the organization.

GCFA will then examine all these documents to determine whether the organization
qualifies for inclusion under the Group Ruling.
Organizations that do not qualify for inclusion under the Group Ruling may be able to
demonstrate tax-exempt status on their own by obtaining an individual tax exemption
ruling from the Internal Revenue Service.
Note: All organizations requesting inclusion under the Group Ruling must have their
own EIN. If your organization does not have an EIN, you must first obtain one from the
Internal Revenue Service by filing IRS Form SS-4. The EIN functions as a taxpayer
identification number for organizations in the same way a social security number does
for individuals. The EIN is used when churches and other organizations pay employee
withholding tax and social security taxes. Inclusion in the Group Ruling is not the same
as, and does not take the place of, having an EIN.
Where Should Questions Regarding The Group Ruling Be Directed?
Please direct all questions concerning the Group Ruling to the GCFA Legal Department
(not the IRS).
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(NONPROFIT) ANNUAL LIST OF OFFICERS, DIRECTORS AND REGISTERED AGENT OF

FILE NUMBER

NAME OF CORPORATION
FOR THE FILING PERIOD OF
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The entity’s duty appointed registered agent in the State of Nevada upon whom process can be served is:

A FORM TO CHANGE REGISTEREO AGENT INFORMATION CAN BE FOUND ON OUR WEBSITE:
www.nvsOs.gov

USE BLACK INK ONLY DO NOT HIGHLIGHT

ABOVE SPACE IS FOR OFFICE USE ONLY

-
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Return one file stamped copy. (If tiling not accompanied by order inslnjctions, file stamped copy wilt be sent to registered agent.)

**YOU MAY NOW FILE YOUR ANNUAL LIST ONLINE AT www.nvsos.gov

IMPORTANT: Read instructions before completing and returning this form.
1. Print or type names and addresses, either residence or business, for all officers and directors. A President, Secretary, Treasurer, or equivalent of and all Directors must be
named. There must be at least one director. An Officer must sign the form. FORM WILL SE RETURNED IF UNSIGNED.
2. If there are additional officers, attach a list of them to this form.
3. Retum the completed form with the $25.00 filing fee, if no capitalization. A $5000 penalty must be added for failure to file this form by she deadlne An annual list received
more than 90 days before its due date shall be deemed an amended list for the previous year.
4. Nonprofit entities tormed under NRS Chapters 80 and 81 without 501(c) nonprofit designation are required to maintain a state business license. Those wilt 501(c) designation
must indicate by checking box below. For those requiring a State Business License, the fee is $200.00.
5. Make your check payable to the Secretary of State. Your canceled check will constitute a certificate to transact business.
6. Ordering Cooler If requested above, one file stamped copy will be returned at no additional charge. To receive a certified copy, enclose an additional sso.co per certiticalion.
A copy fee of$2.OO per page is required for each additional copy generated when ordering 2 or more file stamped or certified copies. Appropriate instructions mutt
accompany your order.
7, Retum the completed form to: Secretary of State, 202 North Carson Street, Carson City. Nevada 89701-4201, (775) 684-5708.
8. Form must be in the possession of the Secretary of State on or before the last day of the month in which it is due. fPostmark dale is not accepted as receipt date.) Forms
received after due date will be retumed for additional fees and penalties.
FILING FEE: $25.00 f IF NO CAPITALIZATION)
LATE PENALTYj4S000

For NRS Chapter 80 and 81 nonprofit corporations:
Pursuant to NRS Chapter 76, this entity is a 501(c) nonprofit entity and is exempt from the business license tee.
NOTE: If claiming an exemption, a notarized Declaration of Eligibility form must be attached. Failure to
attach the Declaration of Eligibility form will result in rejection, which could result in late fees,
NAME

Exemption code 002

TITLE(S)

PRESIDENT (OR EQUIVALENT OF)
ADDRESS

CITY

ZIP CODE

STATE

Ji__
NAME

TITLE(S)

ADDRESS

CITY

NAME

TITLE(S)

SECRETARY

H

(OR EQUIVALENT OF)
STATE

ZIP CODE

_.E
TREASURER
ADDRESS

CITY

NAME

TITLE(S)

ADDRESS

CITY

(OR EQUIVALENT OF)
STATE

ZIP CODE

STATE

ZIP CODE

DIRECTOR
,

I declare, to the best of my knowledge under penalty of perjury, that the above mentioned entity has complied with the provisions of NRS chapter 76 and
acknowledge that pursuant to NRS 239,330, it Is a category C felony to knowingly offer any false or forged instrument for filing in the Office of the Secretary of
State.
Title

x

Signature of Officer

iP._.._._
Nevada Secretary of State Annual List Nonprofit
Revised: 7-5-11

ROSS MILLER
Secretary of State
202 North Carson Street
Carson City, Nevada 89701-4201
(775) 684-5708
Website: www.nvsos.gov

Instructions for Annual List,
Registered Agent and State
Business License Application

ATTENTION: You may now file your initial or annual list online at www.nvsosqov
IMPORTANT: READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE COMPLETING FORM.

ATTENTION Entities that are required to file an initial or annual list of officers with the
Secretary of State are now required to file for the State Business License at the time their list is
due as part of the annual list filing, unless specifically exempt The State Business License fee
is $200.00. A penalty of $100.00 is required for late business license renewals.
TYPE or PRINT the following information on the Annual List:
1.

The NAME and FILE NUMBER of the entity EXACTLY as it is registered with this office.

2.

The FILING PERIOD is the month and year of filing TO the month and year 12 months from
that date. Example: if the entity date was 1112199 the filing period would be 111999 to 1/2000.

3.

The name and address of the REGISTERED AGENT and OTHER names and addresses as required on
the list should be entered in the boxes provided on the form. Limited-Liability Companies MUST
indicate whether MANAGER or MANAGING MEMBER is being listed.

4.

If qualified for a statutory exemption from the State Business License, enter the applicable code in
the area provided. If claiming exemption, a Declaration of Eligibility for State Business License
Exemption must accompany annual list

5.

The SIGNATURE, including hi s/her title and date signed MUST be included in the areas provided at the
bottom of the form.

6.

Completed FORM, FEES and applicable PENALTIES must be returned to the Secretary of State.
Pursuant to NRS 225.085, all Initial and Annual Lists must be in the care, custody and control of the
Secretary of State by the close of the business on the due date. Lists received after the due date will
be returned unfiled, and will require any associated fees and penalties as a result of being late.
Trackable delivery methods such as Express Mail, Federal Express, UPS Overnight may be acceptable
if the package was guaranteed to be delivered on or before the due date yet failed to be timely
delivered.

FILING FEES: The annual filing fee for corporations will be based on the amount represented by the total number of
shares provided for in the articles. See fee schedule or contact our office. Annual lists for nonprofit corporations
without shares are $25.00. Nonprofit corporations and corporations sole are not required to maintain a State
Business License or pay the additional fee.
ADDITIONAL FORMS maybe obtained on our website at www.nvsos.gov or by calling 775-684-5708.
FILESTAMPED COPIES: To receive one file stamped copy, please mark the appropriate check box on the list.
Additional copies require $2.00 per page and appropriate order instructions.
CERTIFIED COPIES: To order a certified copy, enclose an additional $30.00 and appropriate instructions. A copy fee
of $2.00 per page is required for each copy generated when ordering 2 or more certified copies.
EXPEDITE FEE: Filing may be expedited for an additional $125.00 fee for 24-hour service, $500.00 for 2-hour service
and $1000.00 for 1-hour service.
Filing may be submitted at the office of the Secretary of State or by mail at the following addresses:
MAIN OFFICE:
SATELLITE OFFICE:
Regular and Expedited Filings
Expedited Filings Q4y
Secretary of State
Status Division
202 North Carson Street
Carson City NV 89701-4201
Phone: 775-684-5708
Fax: 775-684-7123

Secretary of State

Las Vegas
Commercial Recordings Division
555 East Washington Aye, Suite 5200
Las Vegas NV 89101
Phone: 702-486-2880
Fax: 702-486-2888
—

Nevada Secretary of State Annual List lnstructiDns
Revised on: 3-9-12
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State of California
Secretary of State
Statement of Information

(Domestic Nonprofit, Credit Union and Consumer Cooperative Corporations)
Filing Fee: $20.00. If this is an amendment, see instructions.
IMPORTANT READ INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE COMPLETING THIS FORM
—

1.

CORPORATE NAME

2.

CALIFORNIA CORPORATE NUMBER
This Space for Filing Use Only

Complete Principal Office Address (Do not abbreviate the name of the city. Item 3 cannot be a P.O. Box.)
3

STREET ADDRESS OF PRINCIPAL OFFICE IN CALIFORNIA, IF ANY

CITY

STATE

ZIP CODE

CA
4.

MAILING ADDRESS OF THE CORPORATION

CITY

STATE

ZIP CODE

Names and Complete Addresses of the Following Officers (The Corporation must list these three officers. A comparable title for the specific
officer may be added however, the preprintad titles on this form must not be altered.)
5.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER!

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP CODE

6.

SECRETARY

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP CODE

7.

CHIEF FINANCLRL OFFICER.’

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP CODE

Agent for Service of Process If the agent is an individual, the agent must reside in California and lIen 9 must be completed with a California slreet

address, a P.O. Box address is not acceptable. If the agent is another corporation, the agent must have on file with the California Secretary of
State a
cerliflcate pursuant to California Corporations Code section 1505 and Item 9 must be left blank.
8,

NAME OF AGENT FOR SERVICE OF PROCESS

9.

STREET ADDRESS OF AGENT FOR SERVICE OF PROCESS IN CALIFORNIA. IF AN INDIVIDUAL

CITY

STATE

ZIP CODE

CA
Davis-Stirling Common Interest Development Act (California Civil Code section 1350, et seq.)
io.fl Check here if the corporation is an association formed to manage a common interest development under the Davis-Stirling Common Interest
Development Act.
NOTE: Corporations formed to manage a common interest development must also file a Statement by Common Interest Developmen
t Association
(Form St-CID) as required by California Civil Code section 1363.6, Please see instructions on the reverse side of this form,
It THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN IS TRUE AND CORRECT.

TYPE]PRINT NAME OF PERSON COMPLETING FORM
51-100
(REV 01/2012)
DATE

TITLE

SIGNATURE
APPROVED BY SECRETARY OF STATE

Instructions For Completing Form SI-lOD
For faster processing, the required statement for most corporations can be filed online at https:Ilbusinessfilings.sos.ca.gov.
Every domestic nonprofit, credit union and consumer cooperative corporation must file a Statement of Information with the Californip
Secretary of State, within 90 days after the filing of the initial Articles of Incorporation, and biennially* thereafter during the applicable filir
period. The applicable filing period for a corporation is the calendar month during which the initial Articles of Incorporation were fied and th
immediately preceding five calendar months. A corporation is required to file this statement even though it may not be actively engaged in
business at the time this statement is due. Changes to information contained in a previously filed statement can be made by riling a new form,
completed in its entirety. * Credit unions and consumer cooperative corporations are required to file annually instead of biennially.
Legal Authority: Statutory filing provisions are found in California Corporations Code sections 6210, 8210, 9660, or 12570 and California
Financial Code section 14101.6, unless otherwise indicated. All subsequent statutory references are to the Califomia Corporations Code,
unless otherwise stated. Failure to file this Statement of Information by the due date may result in the assessment of a $50.00 penalty.
(Sections 6810, 8810. 9690, or 12670; California Revenue and Taxation Code section 19141.)

Fees: The fee for filing the Statement of Information is $20.00. Checks should be made payable to the Secretary of State. If this statement is
being filed to amend any information on a previously filed statement and is being filed outside the applicable filing period, as defined above, no
fee is required.
-

Copies: The Secretary of State will endorse file one copy of the statement if an exact copy is submitted along with the statement to be filed:
Copies submitted with the statement to be filed can be certified upon request and payment of $8.00 per copy.
Common Interest Development Association: Every domestic nonprofit corporation formed to manage a common interest development
under the Davis-Stirling Common Interest Development Act (for example, a homeowners’ association) must also file a Statement By Common
Interest Development Association (Form SI-CID) together with the biennial Statement of Information (California Civil Code section 1350, et
seq.). Both forms are available on the Secretary of State’s websile at www.sos.ca.govlbusiness/belstatements.htm.
Complete the Statement of Information (Form SI-lao) as follows:
Item 1.
Item 2.

Enter the name of the corporation exactly as it is of record with the California Secretary of State.
Enter the corporation number issued by the California Secretary of State.

Item 3.

Enter the complete street address, city and zip code of the corporation’s principal office in California, if any. Please do not enter a
P.O. Box or abbreviate the name of the city. Note: a credit union must enter the street address of the corporation’s principal office, if
any, whether the office is located in or outside of California.

Item 4.

Enter the mailing address of the corporation, if different from the street address of the principal office in California or if the
corporation has no principal office in California.
Enter the name and complete business or residential address of the corporation’s chief executive officer (i.e.. president), secreta
and chief financial officer (i.e., treasurer). Please do not abbreviate the name of the city. The corporation must list these thr
officers. Any number of offices may be held by the same person unless the articles or bylaws provide otherwise, except, in the case
of a nonprofit public benefit or religious corporation, neither the secretary nor the chief financial officer or treasurer may serve
concurrently as the president or chair of the board (Sections 5213 or 9213). Please note, unless the articles or bylaws provide
otherwise, the president, or if there is no president, the chair of the board, is the chief executive officer of the corporation.
Additionally, unless otherwise specified in the articles or the bylaws, if there is no chief financial officer: the treasurer is the chief
financial officer of the corporation. A comparable title for the specific officer may be added; however, the preprinted titles on this form
must not be altered, except in the case of a consumer cooperative corporation, which may include the name and address of its
general manager in lieu of the name and address of its chief executive officer. (Section 12570(a).)

Items
5-7.

Item 8.

Item 9.

Enter the name of the agent for service of process in California. An agent is an individual (director, officer or any other person,
whether or not affiliated with the corporation) who resides in California or another corporation designated to accept service of process
if the corporation is sued. The agent must agree to accept service of process on behalf of the corporation prior to designation.
If an individual is designated as agent. complete Items B and 9. If another corporation is designated as agent, complete Item 8 and
proceed to Item 10 or Item 11, as applicable (do not complete Item 9).
Note: Before another corporation may be designated as agent, that corporation must have previously filed with the California
Secretary of State, a certificate pursuant to Section 1505. A corporation cannot act as its own agent and no domestic or foreign
corporation may tile pursuant to Section 1505 unless the corporation is currently authorized to engage in business in California and is
in good standing in the records of the California Secretary of State.
If an individual is designated as agent for service of process, enter a business or residential street address in California (a P.O. Box
address is not acceptable). Please do not enter ‘in care of” (do) or abbreviate the name of the city. If another corporation s
designated as agent leave Item 9 blank and proceed to Item 10 or Item 11, as applicable.

Common Interest Development Corporations: Corporations formed to manage a common interest development under the Davis-Stirling
Common Interest Development Act (for example. a homeowners’ association) must file a Statement by Common Interest Development
Association (Form Sl-CID).
Item 10. Check the box only if the corporation is formed to manage a common interest. If the corporation is not formed to manage a common
interest development, do not check the box and proceed to Item 11.
Item 11. Type or print the name and title of the person completing this form and enter the date this form was completed.
Completed forms along with the applicable fees can be mailed to Secretary of State, Statement of Information Unit, P.O. Box 94423q
Sacramento, CA 94244-2300 or delivered in person (drop off) to the Sacramento office, 1500 11th Street, Sacramento, CA 95814. If you ar
not completing this form online, please type or legibly print in black or blue ink. This form must not be altered. This form is filed only in the:
Sacramento office.

What to Consider Before Allowing a Third Party to Use
Real Property
Introduction
Most church organizations will at one time or another be approached by an individual or
organization wanting to use or lease a portion of their facilities for some activity or purpose.
Whether the request is for a one-time short term use, (e.g. a wedding reception or retirement
dinner), or a multi-year lease, (e.g. a day care center or AA group), there are a number of
ecclesiastical, practical, financial, tax, and legal considerations. Church organizations
entering into such relationships without thinking through these implications unnecessarily
risk the resources of the church. As Christians, we are all called by God to be good stewards
of the resources with which we have been entrusted. In the context of allowing third parties
to use church property, this means analyzing the risks and rewards of the proposed use and
how the proposed use will impact the broader ministry of the church now and in the future.
There are a number of issues a church organization should review and consider in making its
decision. These issues include, but are not limited to, I) the compatibility of the proposed
use with its mission and ministry and the Social Principals of our Church. ¶ 2532.3 of The
Book ofDiscipline states the local church trustees are permitted to lease to third parties “only
when such use is consistent with the Social Principals (J1f 160-166) and ecumenical
objectives,” 2) the compatibility of the proposed use with the existing and future uses, 3) the
financial impact on the church organization of the proposed use, 4) the legal, liability and
insurance implications of the proposed use, 5) real property tax implications of the proposed
use, 6) federal income tax implications of the proposed use, 7) sales and other tax
implications of the proposed use, and 8) zoning, access, and licensing requirements caused
by the proposed use.
The following discussion, Checklist and sample lease forms are designed to help a church
organization identif’ and consider the relevant issues. However, these are merely a starting
point and are not a substitute for professional legal, tax, and insurance advice. As the
following discussion will make clear, these issues can be complicated. Accordingly, you
should seek competent professional advice before allowing any outside organization to use
church facilities. Minimally, before you allow an outside organization to use church
facilities you should do the following:
1)

Consider whether the proposed use is compatible with the mission, ministry
and current uses of the church organization;

2)

Consult with an attorney about the proposed use and its potential legal, tax
and financial ramifications;
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3)

Before allowing a third party to use your property, with the aid of legal
counsel, prepare and execute a written agreement memorializing the terms
under which the third party will be allowed to use the property. The
agreement should minimally address the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

j.
k.
I.
m.
n.
o.

4)

Who are the parties to the agreement?
Who is allowed to use the property?
What portion of the property is the third party allowed to use?
When and for how long can the third party use the property?
For what purposes can the third party use the property?
What uses are limited or prohibited?
The amount of compensation (if any) the church will receive for the use of
the property.
How will the costs associated with maintaining and operating the premises
be allocated between the parties?
What are the respective clean-up and maintenance responsibilities of the
church and the third party?
Who is responsible for providing and paying for any security necessitated
by the proposed use?
Is the third party required to defend and indenmi’ the church against any
claims related to its use of the property?
What type of insurance coverage and limits is the third party required to
maintain, if any?
Which organization will be responsible for the tax implications caused by
the proposed use?
Which organization is responsiNe for addressing zoning, access, or
licensure issues caused by the proposed use?
How and under what circumstances can the third party’s use of the
property be terminated?

Finally, you should consult with your insurance agent or broker regarding the
proposed use to ensure adequate insurance coverage.

This process should be fo’lowed anytime a church organization considers allowing a third
party to use its property. In some instances, you may be able to develop a list of acceptable
one-time, short-term uses and a form agreement for those uses, with the aid of your attorney.
However, for longer-term relationships there is no substitute for following this proces
s to
create a unique lease each time the church organization receives a request. In addition, this
process should be utilized even when the church organization is not receiving any
compensation from a third party for the use of the property. The amount of money a church
organization receives (if any) is but one of the issues that needs to be considered. The
following discussion and Checklist are designed to further expand these issues.
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Compatibility of the Proposed Use
with the Mission and Ministry of the Church
In deciding whether to allow a third party to use all or a portion of a church organization’s
real property, the first consideration must be whether the proposed use is compatible with the
mission and ministry of the Church. The Book of Discipline provides specific guidance to
local church trustees on appropriate uses for a church’s real property. The Book of Discipline
in ¶ 2532.3 states:
When a pastor andlor a board of trustees are asked to grant permission to an
outside organization to use church facilities, permission can be granted only
when such use is consistent with the Social Principles (1JJ 160—166) and
ecumenical objectives.
Accordingly, it is important to understand the outside organization’s business or mission and
how that third party intends to use the property. Given this information, the church
organization can determine whether the requested use is consistent with the mission,
ministry, Social Principles and ecumenical objectives of the Church. For example, it goes
without saying that liquor stores or betting parlors would not be appropriate uses for church
property. Many church organizations find that they can avoid conflicts with the Social
Principles by limiting the use of church property by outside organizations to other not-forprofit groups. However, even with other not-for-profit groups, the church organization needs
to assess the organization’s mission and anticipated uses of the property.
A church organization can help ensure this assessment by developing a “Real Property Use
Policy or Procedure” that, among other things, assigns the task of investigating the third
party’s business, mission and intended uses to a person or committee familiar with the
Church’s mission and ministry, Social Principles, and existing real property uses. The policy
should also identify who or what body has the responsibility and authority for approving all
uses of the property by third parties.

Compatibility of the Proposed Use
With Existing and Future Uses
When a church organization agrees to allow a third party to use its property, it should
consider whether the proposed use is compatible with the church’s existing uses, programs
and activities. For example, if the sanctuary is to be shared with a mission congregation,
timing for Sunday morning worship would undoubtedly be a major concern. Likewise,
leasing the underused second floor gymnasium for basketball practice would impact groups
like the church council that meet directly below the gymnasium.
Before a church organization allows a third party to use its property, it must consider the
nature of the proposed use and how it might affect or limit the organization’s current and
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future programs and activities. The church organization must also make sure the proposed
use will not prevent the organization from living up to any existing commitments it may have
with other organizations for the use of the property. Avoiding scheduling conflicts is of
course a very important consideration in this regard. However, as the above examples
illustrate, it is not the only consideration when assessing whether a proposed use is
compatible with the church organization’s existing and future uses.
The Financial Impact of the Proposed Use
Allowing a third party to use a church organization’s property can have a substantial
financial impact. The proposed use may cause additional operating, maintenance, and utility
costs. For exampLe, a space that was otherwise unused may need additional cooling or
heating when leased. A janitor may be required for set up and clean up. A building
supervisor may need to be on the premises to open the building, address concerns and lock
up after the third party is done using the premises. Additional insurance may need to be
purchased to cover risks associated with the proposed use. At the same time, a third party’s
use may result in additional revenue for the church organization in the form of rental
payments. In assessing the financial impact of the proposed use, the church organization
needs to consider the additional operating, maintenance and utility costs caused by the
proposed use (if any), who will bear those costs (third party or church organization), and the
amount of income (if any) the church organization will realize from allowing the third party
to use the property.

Legal, Liability and Insurance Issues
It is essential to always remember “We are the Church” and our purpose is to actively and
courageously carry out mission and outreach. In today’s society, sometimes it is possible to
feel paralyzed when viewing al the things that can go wrong with any new venture, even
allowing third parties to use church property. However, we know that part of our mission is
to be of the world and set an example in reaching out and sharing with others. In carrying
out that part of the church’s mission, we must also remember that we have an obligation to be
good stewards of the resources with which we have been entrusted by God. Before allowing
a third party to use church property, church organizations must assess the potential risks and
liabilities associated with the proposed use; decide whether allowing a third party to use the
property in light of those risks is in the best interests of the church’s mission; and if it is, take
steps to manage and insure against those risks.
Some of the actions a church may take to manage its risks include:
1.

Making sure that the property is well kept, in good condition, and
any unsafe conditions are promptly repaired or changed.
This

Among the provisions specifically directing such review is

¶ 2532.4 of The Book ofDiscipline.
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needs to be one even if no third party use is ever considered. But it
may be additionally important to third parties who are unfamiliar
with the church organization’s property or who may be in less than
fully supervised settings.
For example, a janitor closet with
chemicals should always be locked. A rickety bell tower stairway
that has only a small “Do Not Enter” sign on a rope may need to be
closed off with a secure door.
2.

Executing an agreement specifying the rights and responsibilities of
the church and the third party with regard to the third party’s use of
the property.

3.

Executing an agreement obligating the third party to defend and
indemnify the church organization against all claims related to the
third party’s use of the premises.

4.

Executing an agreement obligating the third party to produce an
insurance certificate that confirms the third party has specific
minimum types of insurance coverages and limits, names the church
organization as an additional insured, and specifies that in claims
related to the third party’s use of the premises, the third party’s
insurance is primary.

5.

Reviewing the church organization’s insurance needs given the
proposed use with the church’s insurance agent or broker.
2

6.

Obtaining competent legal advice regarding the proposed use and the
preparation of a written agreement memorializing the terms and
conditions of the third party’s use of the property.

By taking this approach, a church organization can fulfill both its outreach and stewardship
missions.

Zoning, Access, Permit and Other Regulatory Issues
A third party’s use of a church’s property may create zoning, permit, access and other
regulatory issues. Before allowing a third party to use its property, a church organization
should be aware of these issues and make sure that responsibility for addressing them is
clearly established in writing between the parties. In most cases, that responsibility should be
assigned to the third party.

2

¶ 2532.2 refers to the local church trustee responsibility for insurance.
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In regard to zoning, the parties need to consider whether the proposed use is a permitted use
given the property’s zoning. For example, a factory cannot generally be built in a residential
area, and sometimes even churches are banned from residential areas without special zoning
permits or exceptions. Accordingly, if a day care center wants to use the church building five
days a week, it is possible that the applicable zoning ordinance will prohibit such a use. A
third party should only be allowed to use the property if it can do so under the existing
zoning or it can obtain a zoning change or variance permitting the proposed use.
In regard to access, the parties need to consider whether the proposed use will require
modifications to the property in order to comply with local, state or federal handicap access
statutes. These statutes can dictate such things as the number, size or set up of facilities,
such as washrooms, as well as the entrance requirements for a building. Complying with such
requirements can be very expensive for an older building with stairs, narrow doorways, or
old washrooms. The parties must establish in writing who has the responsibility and the
financial burden of complying with such mandates.
In some cases, a third party may want to make certain physical changes to the property. This
may require a permit from the local government authority and a public hearing. Again, the
parties must clearly establish who has the responsibility and the financial burden of
complying with such local permit processes.
Finally, the proposed use may also be subject to other regulatory requirements. For example,
day care centers are usually required to be licensed by the state. A third party’s ability to use
the property should always be conditioned on its compliance with all applicable local, state,
and federal ordinances, regulations, and statutes, including all licensing requirements.
Real Property Tax Issues
In most states, property owned and used by a church organization for religious or charitable
purposes is exempt from real property taxation provided certain requirements are met. When
a church allows a third party to use its property, the real property tax exemption may be
partially or totally lost. Each state differs as to its treatment of otherwise exempt property
that is used by a third party. Therefore, a careful analysis of a particular state’s property tax
statutes should be performed prior to a church organization allowing a third party to use its
property.

Federal Income Tax Issues
When a church organization leases property that it owns to another party (tax-exempt or forprofit), it is important to follow certain federal tax guidelines when structuring the lease
relationship to provide the greatest protection to the church’s tax-exempt status and to
minimize the likelihood that income from the lease will be construed as unrelated business
income tax (UBIT) and subject to tax under Section 511(a) of the Internal Revenue Code (the
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“Code”).
This analysis can be very complicated and generally requires the assistance of
competent legal andlor tax counsel.

Other Tax Considerations
A third party’s use of church property’ may generate sales, use, excise or other taxes. The
church organization needs to be aware of these other tax considerations. In most instances,
since these taxes are directly related to the third party’s use of the premises, the organization
should require the third party to be responsible for collecting and paying such taxes.
Property Use Checklist
The following is intended to help religious organizations in their review and analysis of the
implications ofa third party ‘s use ofthe Church ‘s real property.
A religious organization considering renting or sharing its facility or properties with another
organization should consider the following questions as part of the initial analysis. If the
parties decide to go forward and enter into an agreement or lease, the services of an
experienced attorney should be used to draft the lease or sharing agreement.
Compatibility of the Proposed Use with the Mission and Ministry of the Church
1.

What is the third party’s business, purpose, and mission?

2.

What is the third party’s intended use of the property?

3.

Are the third party’s business, purpose, and mission and intended use of
the property, compatible with the mission, ministry, Social Principles and
ecumenical objectives of the Church?

4.

I-las the third party filled out an application or submitted a letter of request
outlining the general purpose, times and fees for the proposed use? Do
you understand the nature of the third party organization? Axe references
part of the application?

Although rentals of church property do give rise to unrelated business income tax (UBIT), Internal Revenue
Code Section 513 specifically exempts rental income from being taxable UBIT in most circumstances. Consult
with your own tax or legal advisor for UBIT questions. See also IRS Publication 1828 and specific items in the
attached Property Use Checklist.
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5.

What is the social agenda of the third party? (Consider the Social
Principles.)

6.

What potential social/political conflicts may arise between the church
organization and the third party as a result of its social agenda?

7.

Can potential problems be avoided or reduced by careful communication
and agreements?

8.

Will the sharing of space with this third party organization adversely
affect either party’s public image or reputation? (For example, rental to a
tobacco shop or a store that sells lotto tickets or weekly meetings of an
extreme political group.)

9.

Will allowing the third party to use the property cause tension within the
church organization?

10.

Has the church organization reviewed the political, practical and social
implications of the proposed use in relation to its neighbors and the
community? (For example, a 7 nights a week homeless shelter operation in
a residential area, 4 miles from public transportation.)

H.

Is the space-sharing agreement intended to enhance the church’s religious,
educational and charitable outreach, or simply to provide income?

12.

What precedent will be set by allowing this organization to use church
property?

13.

Is there a common basis for conflict resolution between the organizations?

Compatibility of the Proposed Use with Existing and Future Uses
14.

Does the church organization understand exactly how the third party
intends to use the property?

15.

Will the parties execute an agreement that clearly identifies what uses are
prohibited or limited by the third party?

If a sharing arrangement is being discussed with an unaffihiated start-up church or ministry, consider
the
appropriateness of United Methodist affiliation.
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16.

During what days and times will the third party use the property?

17.

Has the church organization analyzed how the proposed use would impact
or limit the church’s present and/or future ministry, goals, programs, and
activities?

18.

How much of the property does the third party want to use?

19.

Will the proposed uses interfere with or impact existing meetings or
functions? (Consider security concerns, sound problems, washroom
facilities, cooking facilities, parking space, etc.)

20.

What space should be used in common, and what space will be used
exclusively by one party or the other?

21.

For common space sharing, has a schedule (including set-up/take-down
time) been developed that will work for joint usage?

22.

Will the use of space be long term or short term?

23.

If the use will be long term, has the church organization considered how
this may limit its ability to sell, renovate or expand the property?

24.

How will access to, and locking up of, the building be handled? (Keys,
electronic key cards, password codes, etc.)

Financial Impact of the Proposed Use

25.

How much does it cost now to operate the facility annually? Per square
foot?

26.

How will the proposed use impact the operating, maintenance, and utility
costs for the property (e.g. heating, cooling, other utilities, janitorial,
supervisory personnel, etc)?

27.

Will the third party bear any additional costs generated by the proposed
use? If not, how will the costs be apportioned between the parties in the
agreement?

28.

Who will be responsible for cleaning and maintaining the property used by
the third party and the common areas? Who will pay for this?
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29.

-

30.

-

31.-

What standards will be used in maintaining the property?
WiJi the church receive any rental income from the proposed use of the
property? If so, how much?
Will the income be used to defray the increased costs of operating the
building, or does the church expect to get more income than the increased
operating costs?

Insurance, Liability and Legal Issues
32.

33.

Has the church organization assessed the risks associated with the
proposed use?
—

Has the church organization considered the appropriateness of the
proposed use for the property?

34.

Have the parties agreed on their respective rights and responsibilities
regarding the use of the property?

35.

Who will pay to defend against or pay for any claims arising out of the
third party’s use of the property?

36.

What security issues does the proposed use create? (For example, fencing
around playground equipment). Who is responsible for addressing such
security issues?

37.

Does the third party have a risk management plan sufficient to address any
risks caused by its use of the property? If so, has the church organization
reviewed it?

38.

Will the third party be required to defend and indemnify the church
organization against claims related to its use of the property?

39.

Will the third party be required to have insurance with certain minimum
coverages and limits to back up its obligations under any use agreement?

40.

Will the third party be required to list the church as an additional insured
on its insurance policy and present a certificate of insurance?

41.

Does the lease or agreement reflect such insurance requirements?
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42.

Has the church organization consulted with an attorney and its insurance
professional regarding the best way to address risks related to the
proposed use?

43.

Does the church organization have adequate insurance coverages and
limits given the proposed use?

44.

What steps should be taken to protect and secure valuable property and
equipment belonging to the parties from damage, theft or misuse?

45.

What is the duration of the proposed use?

46.

What is the legal status of each organization, e.g. not-for-profit
corporation, religious corporation or unincorporated association?

47.

Do you have a standard rental agreement or does a new agreement need to
be drafted? Has your legal advisor reviewed the final agreement before
signing?

48.

What legal authority does each participant need in order to enter into a
legally binding agreement? (Some groups require corporate resolutions to
authorize negotiation and execution of a lease.)

49.

—---

Have adequate provisions been made for termination of the agreement?

50.

Does another United Methodist church in this district or conference have a
sample agreement for the uses you are planning that you can supply to
your legal counsel for review?

51.

Has the church organization consulted with an attorney regarding the
proposed use and the drafting of an agreement to memorialize the terms
and conditions of the proposed use?

Real Property Tax Issues

52.

Will the proposed use affect the church organization’s real estate tax
exemption?

53.

Can any adverse real estate tax consequences be minimized?
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54.

Who will pay any additional real estate taxes incurred?

55.

Does the lease provide that the third party is responsible for paying any
and all real estate taxes that become due as a result of the proposed use?

56.

Will any rental payments include reimbursement of property taxes that
may be imposed on the church as a result of the proposed use?

57.

Is the third party a nonprofit entity that is recognized as exempt from
federal income taxes under the Internal Revenue Code? If so, do the
activities of the third party complement or further the church’s mission?

58.

Does an annual real property tax exemption certificate need to be filed
with the state or county to maintain the church’s exemption?

59.

Is the church organization required to notif’ the state or county when it
leases or allows its property to be used by a third party?

60.

Are careflil records required to be kept as to the square footage leased to
the lessee and the rental income collected by the church organization?

61.

The church organization should prepare and retain minutes of any meeting
in which the topic of leasing the church’s property was discussed. The
minutes should reflect discussion as to whether or not entering into a lease
with a particular lessee would be in furtherance of the church’s mission.

Federal Income Tax and Other Tax Issues

62.

63.

In many instances, rental of church property is exempt from unrelated
business income tax (UBIT). However, consider whether in your case, the
rental income received by the church will cause any local, state or federal
tax liabilities.
How can any adverse income tax consequences be minimized? Who will
pay any additional income taxes incurred?

64.

Will there be a written lease which sets forth the terms and conditions of
the lease relationship?

65.

The relationship between the church organization and the lessee should
not be one of a partnership or a joint venture.

Your tax or legal advisor should consult with you on specific UBIT issues. See IRS Publication 1828
regarding TJBIT issues and analysis.
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66.

The amount of rent charged should not be tied to the income or profits of
the lessee but may include either a fixed percentage or percentages of
sales.

67.

If personal property is leased in connection with real property, the portion
of the rental payment allocated to the personal property must be
“incidental” (not more than 10%) in comparison with the total rental
payment.

68.

If the property leased is subject to a mortgage or is otherwise “debt
financed,” then the rental income will be subject to UBIT unless one of the
following exceptions apply:

69.

•

At least 85% of the lessee’s use of the property is substantially related
to the exercise or performance of the church’s mission;

•

The property is used by the lessee for research activities; or

•

Substantially, all of the lessee’s work is performed without
compensation, the lessee’s business is carried on primarily for the
convenience of members, students, patients, officers, or employees, or
the lessee’s business is the selling of merchandise, substantially all of
which was received as gifts or contributions.

Who will ensure proper payment of any state sales tax on retail sales out
of the facility that may be subject to state sales taxes?

Zoning, Access, Permit and Other Regulatory Issues
70.

What are the permitted uses under the property’s present zoning?

71.

Is the proposed use a permitted use? If not, is the third party’s use
contingent on the third party obtaining a zoning change or variance
allowing for the proposed use?

72.

Is the third party required to be in compliance with all local, state, and
federal rules, regulations, and statutes applicable to the proposed use,
including any license requirements?

73.

Will allowing the third party to use the property require the church
organization to comply with local or state handicap access statutes or the
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Americans with Disabilities Act? If’ yes, will modifications be required?
If so, who will pay for them?
74.

Is the building structure appropriate for the intended use, or will
renovations be required to bring the building into compliance with the
local building, safety and fire codes?

75.

If improvements need to be made before the proposed use begins, who
pays for them, who makes sure they are up to code, and who benefits from
them when the agreement ends?

Adopted by Council

—

September 2003

The General Council on Finance and Administration Is not engaged in providing legal or accounting
services. The service of a competent professional should be sought for legal and tax advice.

©2003. The General Council on Finance and Administration of The United Methodist Church.
AU rights
reserved.

SPACE-SHARING CHECKLIST
A religious organization planning to share its facility with another organization should consider the following
questions prior to the preparation of the written space-sharing agreement. * The services of an experienced
attorney should be used to draft the sharing agreement.
1.

What is the social agenda for each participant in the use of the property and in the agreement?
(Consider the Social Principles.)

2.

What potential social/political conflicts may arise from the differences?

3.

Can the potential problems be avoided or reduced by careful communication and
agreements?

4.

Will the sharing of space with this organization adversely affect either party’s public image or
reputation? (For rental to a tobacco shop, or a store that sells lotto tickets.)

5.

—----—---

Is the space-sharing agreement intended to enhance the church’s religious or charitable
outreach, or simply to provide income for the church?

6.

Will the income be used to defray the increased costs of operating the building, or does the
church expect to get more income than the increased operating costs?

7.

How much does it cost now to operate the facility annually? Per square foot?

8.

How much will the costs increase if space is shared?

9.

——-------

10.
11.

How will the costs be shared by the participants in the agreement?
Will the sharing of space be long term or short term?

—---------

What space should be used in common, and what space will be used exclusively by one party or
the other?

12.

For common space sharing, has a schedule (including set-up/take-down time) been developed
that will work for joint usage?

13,

Who will clean and maintain the common areas?

14.

What standards will be used in maintaining the property?

15.

-—--------

Is there a common basis for conflict resolution between the organizations?

16.

Will each entity have insurance?

17.

Who will be responsible to pay for damages if there is a legal injury caused by one of the
participants?

18.

What insurance will be necessary to back-up the responsibility?

19.

Should extra care be used in handling valuable property, and care taken to avoid misuse of
church copier, telephone, etc.?

If a sharing arrangement is being discussed with an unaffiliated start-up church or ministry, consider the
appropriateness of the United Methodist affiliation.

What is the legal status of each organization, e.g. not-for-profit corporation, religious
corporation or unincorporated association?

20.
21-

--------—-

What legal authority does each participant need in order to enter into a legally binding
agreement? (Some groups require corporate resolutions to authorize negotiation and
execution of a space-sharing agreement.)

22.

Will the income received by the owner cause any local, state or federal tax liabilities?
Consider Unrelated Business Income Taxable (UBIT) issues.

23.

Will the space-sharing agreement affect any real estate tax exemptions?

24.

How can any adverse tax consequences be minimized?

25.

Who should pay the additional taxes incurred?

26.

-----------

What steps should be taken to ensure the building is properly zoned and the program properly
licensed for the intended use?

27.
28.

—----—---

29.
30.

Will leasing of the property involve concerns under the Americans with Disabilities Act? If
yes, will modifications be required?
Is the building structure appropriate for the intended use, or will renovation be required to bring
the building into compliance with the local building and fire codes?

—---------

If improvements need to be made before the sharing begins, who pays for them, who makes
sure they are up to code, and who gets the benefit of them when the agreement ends?
How will access to, and locking up of, the building be handled? (Keys, electronic key cards,
password codes, etc.)

31.
32.

Who will ensure proper payment of any state sales tax on retail sales out of the facility that may
be subject to state sales taxes?

—-------—

Have adequate provisions been made for termination of the agreement?

33.

Does an annual certificate need to be filed with the County Assessor’s Office for Property Tax
Exemption?

34.

Should the County Assessor’s office be notified that a space-sharing agreement has been
negotiated?

35.

Does another United Methodist church in this district or conference have an agreement for
space-sharing that you can review?

36.

Does a non-United Methodist in the community have an agreement for space-sharing that you
can review?
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s we enter another election season, ‘ye are reminded that there is much con
fusion about the role congregations can play in the political process. This
publication sets forth rules governing political activity that apply to organi
zations (including churches and other religious organizations) that are exempt from
federal taxation under section 5O1(c)(
) of the Internal Revenue Code. Jam most
3
thankful to Deirdre Dessingue, Associate General Counsel 0
f the United States
Conference of Catholic Bishops, for drafting this publication. Ms. Dessingue is a
leading expert on the taxation of religious organizations, and she has written a
straightforward and practical guide to the law on these matters.

A

In recentyears some have voiced strong opposition to some of these rules, while
others have vigorously defended them. The Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life
takes no position in this debate. Thus, this statement is not intended to criticize or
applaud the rules but to describe them. No matter where one stands on the debated
issues, we believe it is helpful to have a statement 0
f the requirements of current law
on this subject, particularly as congregations and other religious organizations face a
host 0
f election-related questions.
The Forum serves as a town hail and a clearinghouse of information on issues at the
intersection 0
f religion and public affairs. The Forum does not take positions on
policy or legislative matters, but seeks to serve as a true forum and a source of non
partisan resources on issues 0
f interest. The Forum’s co-chairs are E.J. Dionne, Jr.,
Senior Fellow at the Brookings Instiffition, and Jean Bethke Elshtain, the Laura
Spelman Rockefeller Professor of Social and Political Ethics at the University of
Chicago. It is supported by The Pew Charitable Trusts through a grant to
Georgetown University.
I would like to thank The Pew Charitable Trusts for their support and leadership on
religion and public affairs. I also would like to thank our co-chairs For their guidance
and Sandra Stencel, Grace McMillan and Amy Sullivan 0
f the Forum for their work
on this project.
This publication is designed to provide accurate and authoritative information. It is
published with the understanding that the publisher is not engaged in rendering legal,
accounting or other professional advice. If legal advice or other professional assis
tance is required, the sen’ices of a qualified professional should be sought.
Melissa Rogers
Executive Director
The Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life
September 2002
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During election campaigns, candidates seek votes wherever they
can be found, including gatherings at churches and other reli
gious 5
organizations. Election news stories frequently report can
didate appearances in pulpits and even clergy endorsements of
particular candidates. Significant confusion remains about the
rules governing political activity by religious organizations. This
publication seeks to clarify these rules. It explains in detail the
origin and scope of the restrictions that are imposed by the
Internal Revenue Code on tax-exempt organizations, including
religious organizations. It also provides a bibliography for Fur
ther, more technical, reading on the subject.

BACKGROUND
Where do the restrictions on religious organizations’ participation in
the political process come from?
The Internal Revenue Code prohibits intervention in political campaigns by
organizations, including religious organizations, as a condition for exemption
from federal income tax under section 3
0l(c)( 0
5
)
f the Codei Although there are
a number 0
f other restrictions that might affect participation by religious organi
zations in the political process, including state and local laws regulating various
political activities, as well as federal laws, such as the Federal Election Campaign
Act, the IRS prohibition will be the primary Locus 0
f this publication.

*

Throughout this document, the term “churches” refers to churches, synagogues, temples, mosques
and
other religious congregasior.s. “Religious organizations” ir,cludes churches as well as other religious organi
zations that are exempt from federal income tax under secrinn 501 (c)(3 of the Internal Revenue Cods,
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Has the political activity prohibition always been part of the Internal
Revenue Code?
No. The prohibition on political campaign activity did not become part 0
f the
Internal Revenue Code until 1954, when an amendment to section 501(c)(3) was
introduced by then-Senator Lyndon B. Johnson during Senate floor debate on
the 1954 Internal Revenue Code. The prohibition was added to the Code without
hearings, testimony or comment by any tax-exempt organizations. Although there
is no legislative history to indicate definitively why Johnson sought enactment of
the political activity prohibition, neither is there any evidence that the prohibition
was targeted at political activity by religious 2
organizations.

Are religious organizations singled out by the political activity
prohibition h the Internal Revenue Code?
No. All organizations that are exempt from Federal income tax under section
l5
0
(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code are subject to the political activity prohi
bition. Thus, religious organizations are treated no differently than schools, hos
pitals, social services agencies, colleges and universities, scientific organizations,
museums and all other charitable organizations exempt under section SOl(c)(3)
f the Code. None 0
0
f these organizations may intervene in political campaigns.

Doesn’t the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution protect the
right 0
f religious organizations to engage in political activity?
The First Amendment provides that “Congress shall make no law respecting an
establishment 0
f religion or prohibiting the free exercise thereof..,.” Although the
Internal Revenue Code prohibition against political activity does burden the
exercise 0
f religion in that it requires a religious organization to choose between
receiving the benefits of tax exemption and intervening in a political campaign on
the basis of its religious beliefs, not every burden on religious exercise is constitu
tionally prohibited. Courts generally have been unsympathetic to First
Amendment challenges to the political activity prohibition. In 2000, the Court 0
f
Appeals for the D.C. Circuit upheld the constitutionality of the political activity
prohibition as applied to a church, concluding that the prohibition did not violate
either the establishment clause or the free exercise clause 0
f the First
3 [See Sidebar, page 4)
Amendment.

.5

BRANCH MINISTRIES v. ROSSOTTI CASE
Four days before the 1992 presidential election, the Church at Pierce Creek (“Church”) in
Binghamton, New York placed a full page advertisement in USA Today and The Wasbuigarn
Tunes. The ad began with the heading “Christians Beware: Do not put the economy ahead of
the Ten Commandments.” The ad cited Biblical passages, and stazal that Governor Bill
Clinton supported abortion on demand, homosexnality and the distribution of condoms to
teenagers in public schools. The ad concluded with the questioni “How then can we vote for
Bill Clinton? At the bottom of the ad,sn fine print, the following notice appeared This
advertisement was co sponsored by The Church at Pierce Creek, Daniel J Little, Semor
Pastor, and by churches and concerned Christians nationwide. Tax-deductible donations for
this advertisement gladly accepted. Mate donations to: The Church at Pierce Creek”
Following the special church audit procedures, the IRS revoked the Church’s section 601(c)(3)
tax exemption on the grounds that it violated the political activity prohibition The Church
challenged the IRS in court, claiming that revocation of its tax exempt status violated section
SO1(c)(3), both the free speech and free exercise clauses of the First Amendment, and the
Religious Freedom Restoration Act. The Church also claimed that it was singled out for prose
cation among other churches on accotmt of its political views. The district court dismissed the
case, concluding that the IRS had authority under the Internal Revenue Code to revoke the
Church’s tax-exempt status, and that revocation of the Church’s tax-exempt status did not vio
late the Religious Freedom Restoration Act or the free speech or free exercise clauses of the
First Amendment. The court also concluded that in revoking the Church’s tax-exempt status
the IRS had not engaged in selective prosecution or viewpoint discrimination.
The Church appealed the decision of the district court. The Court of Appeals for the lie.
Circuit armed the district court’s decision on every count Among other things, the court of
appeals noted that the Church had an alternative means of engaging in political activity,
because the Church could establish a related, separately incorporated organization under
sec
tion 501(c)(4D of the Code that could express opinions about candidates and even establish a
PAC through which political contributions might be made, Of course, no tax-deductible
Church funds could be used to support the political activities of the section 5Ot(c)(4) organi
ration or its PAC
Section 5O1(c)(4) orgsnisatione are exempt from taxation, but contributions to then, are
not deductible.
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IRS RESTRICTIONS ON POLITICAL
INTERVENTION AND LOBBYING
‘What political activities are prohibited under the Internal
Revenue Code?
Religious organizations, as well as all other organizations exempt from tax under
section 501(c) (3) of the Internal Revenue Code, are prohibited from participat
ing or intervening, directly or indirectly, in any political campaign on behalf 0
f or
in opposition to any candidate for elective public office.
4 This prohibition
passes a wide array of activities. It precludes direct political activity, such as the
making 0
f statements, whether oral, written or in an electronic medium, support
ing or opposing any candidate, political party or political action committee
(“PAC”), creating a PAC,
5 rating candidates
6 and providing or soliciting financial
support (including loans
7 or loan guarantees) or in-kind support for any candi
date, political party or PAC. It also precludes indirect political activity 0
f a sort
that reflects bias for or against any candidate, political party or PAC, such as dis
tribution of biased voter education materials or conduct 0
f a biased candidate
forum or voter registration drive.

Must ehgious organizations restrict their discussion 0
f issues during
election campaign periods?
No. The political activity prohibition does not restrict issue discussions that are
not linked to support for or opposition to candidates. Religious organizations
need not restrict or alter their discussion of issues during election campaign pen
. The fact that candidates may align themselves on one side or another of an
5
d
0
issue does not adversely affect the ability of religious organizations to engage in
discussions of that issue.
8 That being said, a religious organization may nonethe
less violate the political activity prohibition if it communicates preferences for or
against particular candidates as part of its issue discussion.
9

5

Are religious organizations permitted to engage in lobbying activities?
Yes. The political activity prohibition does not apply to the lobbying activities of
religious organizations, although the lobbying activities of all SO1(c)(3) organiza
tions are limited under the Internal Revenue Code. Specifically, if a religious organ
ization engages in lobbying, its lobbying activities (as measured by time, effort,
expenditures and other relevant factors) may not constitute more than an insub
stantial part of the organization’s total activities during a particular yean’°
Lobbying includes both direct lobbying, which refers to the organization contacting
legislators (whether federal, state or local), and grass-roots lobbying, which refers
to the organization asking members of the public to conmct legislators, to support
or oppose particular legislation.’
1 Neither the Code nor the IRS Regulations define
what “insubstantial” means in terms 0
f any specific percentage, although there are a
few older court eases that suggest that insubstantial lobbying would be something
between Sand 15 percent of the organization’s total activities12
In 1976, Congress enacted section 501(h) of the Code, which is an elective provi
sion that established a sliding scale of permissible lobbying expenditures based on
the amount of an exempt organization’s total budget. Churches and certain affili
ated religious organizations are ineligible to make the lobbying election under
section 501(h).
3

Are religious organizations permitted to participate in referendums,
constitutional amendments and similar ballot initiatives?

-

Yes. Referendums, constitutional amendments and similar ballot initiatives are
classified as lobbying activities for purposes 0
f the Internal Revenue Code)
1 As
such, they are subject to the insubstantial lobbying limitation, not the political
activity prohibition.

-

What are the consequences if a religious organization engages in
excessive Lobbying?

If a religious organization’s lobbying activities constitute more than an insubstan
tial part of its total activities, the organization’s section SOl(c) (3) tax-exempt
status may be revoked, which means that its income for the year would become
subject to income tax.
15
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Does the political activity prohibition apply to the political activi
ties 0
f clergy and other raligious leaders?
The Internal Revenue Code prohibition against political activity applies to reli
gious organizations as tax-exempt organizations, not to the political activities 0
f
clergy or other religious leaders undertaken in their individual capacities and not
as representatives of their religious 6
organizations.’ Thus, clergy or other reli
gious leaders, in their individual capacities and outside the context of any reli
gious organization function or publication, may endorse or oppose candidates
and otherwise participate in election campaigns. In doing so, however, religious
leaders should clearly indicate that their actions are personal and not undertaken
as representatives of their religious 7
organizations’

When are the political activities of clergy or other religious leaders
attributed to their religious organizations?
The political activities 0
f clergy or other religious leaders are attributed to their

religious organizations when they are undertaken during worship services or
other organization-sponsored functions, or in official organization 8
publications.’
Political activities will also be attributable to the religious organization if a
member of the clergy or other religious leader indicates that he or she is acting
on behalf of his or her religious organization or if the organization’s funds. facili
ties or other assets are used to support political activity.

-

Who is considered a candidate?

A candidate is an individual who offers himself or herself, or is proposed by
others, as a contestant for an elective public office whether national, state or
9 The point at which an individual becomes a candidate must be deter
local.’
mined on the basis of all the relevant facts and circumstances. An individual who
has formally announced his or her intention to seek election is obviously a candi
date, but an individual can be considered a candidate even before any formal
announcement of candidacy is made, if actions are taken by the individual or by
others to rther the goal of 2
candidacy. Merely being a prominent political
°
figure does not, by itself, make one a 2
candidate.
’

7

What rules apply with respect to candidates for non-elective office?
Section 50l(c) (3) does not prohibit political campaign activity with respect to
candidates for appointive political office.
22 If, however, an appointment is made
by or must be confirmed by a legislative body (e.g., Justice of the Supreme
Court), religious organization activity in support 0
f or in opposition to the
appointment would be classified as lobbying activity, which is subject to the
insubstantial lobbying limitation.
23

candidates appear in pulpits ding worship seces?
It depends. MI relevant facts and circumstances must be evaluated to determine
whether a candidate appearance in a pulpit during worship services (or at nther
activities sponsored by a religious organization) violates the political activity pro
24 If the clergy member endorses the candidate or takes up a collection
hibition.
for the candidate’s benefit, if the clergy member invites only one candidate for a
particular office to address the congregation or jf there are other demonstrations
of approval for the candidate or his campaign for office, the religious organiza
tion will violate the political activity prohibition.
If, on the other hand, all candidates for a particular office are given equal oppor
tunity to address the congregation, no collections are taken for any candidate and
there are no demonstrations of approval or disapproval 0
f any candidate, the reli
gious organization will not violate the political activity prohibition.
25 For exam
ple, the IRS has indicated that it is permissible for a church to invite all
candidates for a particular office to address its congregation, one each on succes
sive Sundays, as part 0
f its regular worship services, provided that each candi
date is given an equal opportunity to address and field questions on a wide
variety 0
f questions from the congregation, and the introduction 0
f each candi
date includes no editorial comment or indication 0
f approval or disapproval.
26

S

That if the candidate appears

a non&de capity?

It is not uncommon for candidates who are public figures or who possess particu
lar expertise independent of their candidacies to appear at events sponsored by a
religious organization, e.g., groundbreakings, commemorative celebrations,
annual conventions or other meetings. Provided that the purpose for the religious
organization inviting the candidate is not to showcase his or her candidacy, such
appearances generally d
0 not violate the political activity prohibition.
21 When a
candidate is invited to appear not as a candidate but in his or her individual
capacity, it is not necessary to provide equal access to all other candidates for the
particular office. However, in advertising the event and in introducing the candi
date, no mention should be made 0
f his or her candidacy or the impending elec
tion. The candidate must speak as an individual and not as a candidate. No
campaigning or fundraising may take place in connection with the event
28 A can
didate who is a public figure may attend worship services and be acknowledged
by the clergy member on the same basis as any other visiting dignitary, without
mention of his or her campaign or candidacy.
29

What if the candidate is a member of the clergy?
The same rules would apply. If the candidate/clergy member participates in a
worship service in his or her capacity as a candidate, then all candidates for a
particular office must be given equal opportunity to address the congregation,
no collections may be taken for the candidate and no other demonstrations of
approval or disapproval for any candidate may take place. If the candidate!
clergy member appears in a worship service in his or her capacity as a clergy
member, it is not necessary to provide equal access to all other candidates for
the particular office. In advertising the event and in introducing the clergy
member, no mention should be made of his or her candidacy or the impending
election. No campaigning or fundraising should take place in connection with
the clergy member’s appearance.

9

VOTER EDUCATION AND
OUTREACH

May religious organizations become involved in voter education?
Yes. Religious organizations may educate voters about the issues and about can
didates’ positions on the issues. However, voter education activities must be free
from bias for or against any candidate or political party.
°
3

I

C May religious organizations publish or distribute voter guides?

Yes. Religious organizations may publish or distribute unbiased voter guides for
the purpose 0
f educating voters.
’ The term “voter guide” refers either to a com
3
pilation 0
f candidates’ positions based upon candidates’ responses to questions
posed or to a neutral compilation of candidates’ positions on the issues. In order
to insure that they are unbiased, voter guides should: include all candidates for a
particular office; cover a broad range of issues of interest to voters that would be
faced by candidates for the particular office sought; evidence no bias in the selec
tion 0
f questions posed or issues presented; present all candidates’ responses; and
contain no editorial comment or other indications of approval or disapproval 0
f
any candidate’s 32
positions.

-

Why must a broad range 0
f issues be covered in voter
education materials?

The range 0
f issues that must be covered in voter education materials depends
on the nature 0
f the office sought by the 33
candidate. For example, it is not nec
essary to pose questions on foreign policy to a candidate for the local school
34 Voter education should cover a wide range of issues 0
board.
f interest to voters
that would be faced by a candidate for particular office. Presenting only a
narrow range of issues clustered around a particular topic runs the risk 0
f
exhibiting bias for or against particular candidates by implicitly inviting readers
to compare candidates’ positions on the narrow issue focus or to evaluate candi
dates based on the religious organization’s position on these issues. All relevant
facts and circumstances must be considered in determining whether particular

10

voter education materials distributed by religious organizations violate the politi
cal activity prohibitionSS

.1

May religious organizations publish or distribute legislators’
voting records?

Yes. Religious organizations may, under certain circumstances, publish legisla
tors’ voting records for the purpose of educating voters.
36 For example, a compi
lation 0
f the voting records 0
f all members 0
f Congress on a wide range of issues
that is made available to the public during a campaign period would not violate
the political activity prohibition, provided that it contains no editorial comment
or other indications of approval or disapproval of any member’s voting 37
record.
Factors that will be considered in determining whether a voting record distrib
uted by a religious organization violates the political activity prohibition are:
whether legislators are identified as candidates for re-election; whether legisla
tors’ voting positions are compared with the positions 0
f other candidates or
of the religious organization; the timing, manner and circumstances in which
the voting record is distributed; and the range of issues covered by the
voting 38
record.

May religious organizations distribute voter education materials
prepared by a candidate, political party or PAC?

-

*

No. Voter education materials prepared by candidates, political parties or PACs
are inherently biased, since they have been prepared to present certain candi
dates in a more favorable light and thus enhance their chances for 39
election.
Religious organizations that distribute such materials would violate the political
activity prohibition.

-

-

May religious organizations sponsor candidate forums?

Yes. Religious organizations may sponsor unbiased candidate forums or debate
s
for the purpose of educating voters.
40 In order to insure that its candidate forum
is unbiased, the religious organization should not indicate its views on the issues
being discussed, comment on candidate responses or otherwise indicate approv
al
or disapproval of any candidate, party or position. All legally qualified candidates
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should be invited to participate. Questions should cover a broad range of issues
0 interest to the public that the candidate would face in the office sought. Each
f
candidate should be given an equal opportunity to present his or her views on the
issues 41
discussed. During a primary election, a religious organization may spon
sor a candidate forum or debate that is limited to legally qualified candidates
seeking the nomination 0
f a particular political party.
42
On occasion, the number 0
f legally qualified candidates for a particular office is
so large that it is impractical for a religious organization to conduct a forum or
debate to which all candidates are invited. In such circumstances, the organiza
tion may adopt reasonable, objective criteria for determining which candidates to
invite, and should apply the criteria consistently and non-arbitrarily to all candi
43 For example, an organization that conducted a candidate forum and
dates.
invited the two major party candidates as well as up to four candidates who had
reached a 15 percent share 0
f popular support according to a credible, independ
ent poll would not violate the political activity 44
prohibition.

-

May religious organizations conduct voter registration and
get-out-the-vote driv?

Yes. Religious organizations may conduct voter registration and get-out-the-vote
drives, provided that they are not biased for or against any candidate, political
party or voting positionA
5 Voter registration and get-out-the-vote drives should
not be conducted in cooperation with any political party and should not target
members 0
f a particular party. Communications about voter registration or getout-the-vote drives should be limited to urging people to register to vote or to
vote, along with listing the hours and places for registering or voting. They
should either mention no candidates or all candidates, without favoring one can
didate over any other. Communications should not mention any political party
except to identify the party affiliation of candidates 46
named.
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RELIGIOUS ORGANIZATION
FACILITIES AND PUBLICATIONS
May religious organization facilities he used for civic or
political events?
Religious organizations may permit the use of auditoriums and mnasium facili
ties to serve as polling places on Election Day without violating the political
activity prohibition. A religious organization may also rent its facilities to candi
dates or political parties provided that the facilities are not provided free or at a
reduced charge, are made available to candidates on the same basis as they are to
other users and are made available to all candidates on an equal basis, and pro
vided the religious organization does not advertise, promote or provide other
services in connection with the political event.
47 Income from the rental 0
f the
facilities generally will not he subject to unrelated business income tax provided
no ancillary services are provided in connection with the facility rental.
48

-

*:.

Do special rules apply to Web sites belonging to
religious organizations?

No. The same rules governing political activity generally apply to materials posted
on Web sites sponsored by religious 49
organizations. The IRS has issued no spe
cial guidelines with respect to ‘Web site activity An activity that violates the politi
cal activity prohibition in another medium will also violate the political activity
prohibition if conducted through a Web site sponsored by a religious organization.

May religious organizations sell paid political advertising in
their publications?
Under certain circumstances, religious organizations may sell paid political
advertising without violating the political activity prohibition. The political adver
tising must be accepted on the same basis as other non-political advertising, must
be identified as paid political advertising and must be available on an equal basis
to all candidates, Further, the religious organization must expressly state that it
does not endorse the candidates whose ads appear. Additional factors, such as the
manner in which the religious organization solicits political ads and the manner
in which political ads are presented, will also be considered. For example, a sig
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nificant adverse factor would exist if a religious organization actively solicited ads
from one candidate while merely accepting ads from other 5
candidates Once a
°
religious organization accepts paid political advertising, it may not selectively
decline ads from candidates whose views may not accord with those of the organ
ization. Religious organizations may not accept free or reduced-rate political ads,
as this would constitute an in-kind contribution to the candidate. Religious
organizations are subject to unrelated business income tax on the income from
their paid political advertising.
’
5

4&7

May a religious organization sell or rent its mailing list to a
candidate, political party or PAC?

A religious organization may sell or rent its mailing list without violating the
political activity prohibition, provided it sells or rents the list to the candidate,
political party or PAC on the same basis on which it rents the list to others, and
the list is available to all other candidates on the same basis.
52 A religious organi
zation may not provide its mailing list to a candidate, political activity or PAC
without charge or on a selective or preferential basis, as this would constitute an
in-kind contribution to the candidate, party or PAC. Sale or rental of religious
organization mailing lists to candidates, political parties or PACs may subject the
religious organization to unrelated business income tax liability if the transaction
is not structured as a licensing 53
arrangement.
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ENFORCEMENT
What are the penalties if a religious organization violates the
political activity prohibition?
Unlike lobbying by a religious organization, which is merely limited, political
campaign activity by a religious organization is strictly 54
prohibited. Thus, the
organization’s SOl(c)(S) tax-exemption may be revoked if it engages in any pro
hibited activily. This means that the organization’s income for the year would
become subject to income tax. An excise tax on political expenditures may also
be imposed on the religious organization as well as on its clergy member or other
leaders who authorized the political 55
expenditures. Depending on the circum
stances, the excise tax may be imposed in addition to revocation 0
f tax-exemption
or instead 0
f revocation 0
tax-exemption. Generally, if the political expenditure
f 56
is unintentional, the amount is small and the religious organization institutes
operational changes to prevent future political expenditures, the IRS will not
seek revocation of 57
exemption.

Does the IRS target churches for enforcement of the political
activity prohibition?
No. There are special audit procedures that the IRS must follow before com
mencing any inquiry about potential violation of the political activity prohibition
by a 58
church. The IRS may begin a church tax inquiry only if the Director,
Exempt Organizations, Examinations, reasonably believes, based on facts and
circumstances recorded in writing, that the church may not be qualified for sec
tion 5O1(c)(3) Lax-exemption, including potential violations of the political activ
ity prohibition. Once an inquiry is begun, the IRS must follow special procedures
set forth in the Internal Revenue Code in its further dealings with the 59
church.
Thus, the IRS does not have unfettered discretion to investigate activities by
churches, including violations of the political activity prohibition, and must
obtain high-level authorization before doing so- Generally, IRS inquiries about
potential violations 0
f the political activity prohibition by churches are initiated
based upon facts reported by the media or complaints submitted by third parties.
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APPENDIX
Selected Examples from IRS Publication 1828, Tax Guide for church
es and
Religious Organizations (July 2002)
EXAMPLES OF IMPERMLSSIBLE POLITICAL INTERVENT
ION:
Minister B is the minister of Church K. Church K publishes a month
ly church newsletter that
isdistnbuted to all church members in each issue, Minister B has colum
a
n titled My Views
The month before the election, Minister B states in the “My Views” column,
“It is my personal
opinion that Candidate U should be reelected.” For that one issue, Minist
er B pays from his
personal fluids the portion of the cost of the newsletter astnbutahle to
the My Views column
Even though lie paid part of the cost of the newsletter, the newsletter is
an official pubhcation
of the church. Since the endorsement appeared in an official publication of Church
K it consti
tutes campaign intervention attributed to Church K. j:Pub, 1828, Examp
le 2]
Monster Dis the minister of Church Mi During regular services of Church
M shortly before
the election, Minister 0 preached on a number of issues, ‘including the
importance of voting in
the upcoming election, and concludes by stating, “It is important that
you all do your duty in
the election and vote for Candidate W Since Minister Os remark indicat
s
ing support for
Candidate W were made dunng an official church service, they constit
ute political campaign
intervention attributable to Church Mi [Pub. 1828, Example 4)

EXAMPLES OF PERMISSIBLE POLITICAL ACTIVITY:
Minister A is the minister of Church .1 and is ‘well known in the community.
With their per
mission, Candidate T publishes a full-page ad in the local newspaper listing
five prcminent
ministers who have personally endorsed Candidate T, including Minist
er A. Minister A is
identified in the ad as the minister of Church J The ad states, ‘Titles
and affiliations of each
individual are provided for identification purposes only.” The ad is paid
for by Candidate Vs
campaign committee. Since the ad was not paid for by Church J,
and the endorsement is
made by Minister A in a personal capacity, the ad does not constitute
campaign intervention
by Church J. [Pub. 1828, Example 1J
Minister C is the minister of Church L and is well known in the commu
nity Three weeks
before the election he attends a press conference at Candidate V’s campa
ign headquarters and
states that Candidate V should be reelected. Minister C does not say
he is speaking on behalf
of his church. fEz endorsement is reported on the front page of the local
newspaper and he is
identified in the article as the ,mmster of Church L Smce Minister C
did not make the
endorsement at an official church function, in an official church
publication or otherwise use
the church’s assets, and did not state that he was speaking as a representative
of Church L, his
actions did not constitute campaign intervention attributable to Church
L. [Pub. 1828,
ExampleS]
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See Preamble, Final Regulations on Political Expenditures by Section 5
1(c)(S) Organizations, 60 Fed.
0
Reg. 62,209 (December 5. 1995); Election Year Issues at 353-354.

512(b)(3).
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JENER & BLOCK

Preparing Proper Minutes
of Association Meetings
he minutes of an association
meeting comprise a perma
nent record of what occurred
represent more than
at the meeting and an account
of the proceedings for those
a mere record of
not present. Minutes are use
ftil as guides for association staff, making it
proceedings. Legal
possible to determine precisely what dispo
sition was made of certain matters at previ
requirements
ous meetings. Such accounts, however, pro
vide more than a convenient record. Minutes
dictate they be
also represent necessary legal documents.
In many states the law governing nonprof5i
prepared in a
corporations requires minutes be kept of
precise format.
hoard of directors meetings, membership
meetings, and possibly other types of meet
ings as well.
Courts and agencies have in tue past
carefully studied the texts of meeting min
utes when association policies or programs
were challenged for antitrust, tax, or other
issues. Those who draft minutes should do
so, then, with the realization that the
minutes might one day be examined in an
investigation of the association or used in
litigation involving the association. The
ultimate significance of association meet
ing minutes can be substantial if such legal
issues regarding meeting discussions or
resolutions are actually raised in litigation
or in some other context In several anti
trust cases, for example, recollections of
those who attended meetings were disre
garded when they were found to be contra
dicted by contemporaneous minutes writ
ten at the meeting.
As a consequence, it is essential that
minutes accurately reflect what has occurred
at an association meeting and that they be
written so as not to raise questions later
about the propriety of what occun-ed. Meet
ing minutes can be of significant benefit to
Jerald A. Jacobs
associations if they are written as affirmative
legal compliance documents. For example,
minutes can veri’ that the legal ramifica

Meeting minutes

T

dons of a questioned policy or program
were recognized, addressed by legal coun
sel, and ortiy then adopted at an associa
tion meeting. If written properly, minutes
can be the best evidence of conscientious
legal compliance by the association.
Paying attention to the following points
regarding association meeting minutes can
help ensure that minutes result in such
compliance documents:
• Complete and accurate minutes are re
quired of each association meeting. whether
it is a meeting of the membership, of the
boaj-d of directors, or of a committee.
• Minutes must indicate the place, date,
and time of the meeting. Include the
statement that notice of the meeting was
given to those endUed to receive notice or
that notice was waived. The names of those
attending should be listed, the names of
those absent may be listed as well, and it
should be noted that any required quorum
was present.
• Include a statement indicating that the
minutes of the previous meeting were dis
tributed and approved either as written or
as changed. Clearly note alt changes to the
minutes of the previous meeting.
Prepare minutes by following a standard
fonnat numbered sections and paragraphs
coinciding with those of the meeting agenda,
for example, will assist in future reference.
• Minutes are to be written as a record of
the actions considered and accomplished
at a meeting, not as a recitation of each
statement made by those attending nor a
reflection of the variety of views expressed.
• In preparing minutes, describe each mo
tion, report, or communication made at the
meeting, and name the person or entity
making it. Note the action taken by the
deliberating body in response to each item.
The number of votes cast for or against an
action should also be reflected in the
minutes. The various views expressed re
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garding each action, but not necessar
fly reflected in the final action, need
not be recited in the minutes.
Actions of individuals or entities that
were made on behalf of all those at
tending the meeting and that were
made since the last meeting—such as
actions of an executive committee
made while the board of directors was
out of session—should be ratified at
the meeting and the ratification re
flected in the minutes.
• Written contracts—leases, insurance
policies, and other formal agreemerits—may be approved at the meet
ing and recorded in the minutes. Cop
ies may be attached to the minutes for
reference.
• Whenever appropriate, minutes
should include defensive statements
about procedures used by the associa
lion to ensure legal compliance.
• If questions as to the propriety of
an association matter arc raised at a
meeting, the minutes need to ret1ec
the question, state that the matter was
submitted for review by legal counsel,
give the opinion and recommenda
tions of counsel, and indicate that the
advice was followed.
• Early drafts of meeting minutes, and
notes or tape recordings made to as
sist in writing them, should not be re
tained in associations files ur else.
where once the final draft has been
reviewed and approved.
• Distribute copies of the minutes to
those entitled to received them, such
as meeting attendees and other mem
bers of the body holding the meeting;
and, of course, retain copies in the
files of the association.
Following these procedures for
proper preparation of minutes can
help associations remain in compli
ance with legal guidelines. In addi
tion, to help avoid later complications,
many associations routinely ask legal
counsel to review and approve draft
meeting minutes before they are is
suedinfinalform.
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Help From The IRS
IRS Tax
Publications
to Order
The IRS provides free tax
publications and forms. Order
publications and forms by
calling toll-free (800) 829-3676.
or download publications and
forms from the IRS Web site
at wwwirs.gov. The following
list of publications may pro
vide further information for
churches and other religious
organizations:

Publication 1

Your Rights as a Taxpayer

Publication 15

Circular E, Employer’s Tax Guide

Publication 15-A

Employers Supplemental Tax Guide

Publication 334

Tax Guide for Small Business
(For Individuals Who Use Schedule C or C-EZ)

Publication 463

Travel, Entertainment, G([t, and Car Expenses

Publication 517

Social Security and Other Information
for Members of the Clergy and Religious Workers

Publication 525

Taxable and Nontaxable Income

Publication 526

Charitable Contributions

Publication 557

Tax-Exempt Status for Your Organization

Publication 561

Determining the Value of Donated Property

Publication 571

Tax-Sheltered Annuity Programs for Employees
of Public Schools and Certain Tax-Exempt Organizations

Publication 598

Tax on Unrelated Business Income
of Exempt Organizations

Publication 910

Guide to Free Tax Services

Publication 1771

Charitable Contributions: Substantiation and Disclosure

Publication 3079

Gaming Publication for Tax-Exempt Organizations
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Introduction
his publication explains the benefits
and the responsibilities under the
federal tax system for churches and
religious organizations. The term church
is found, but not specifically defined, in
the Internal Revenue Code (JR C). The
term is not used by all faiths; Izoweve, in
an attempt to make this publication easy
to read, we use it in its generic sense as a
place of worship including, for example,
mosques and synagogues. With the excep
tion of the special rules for church audits,
the use of the term church throughout this
publication also includes conventions
and associations of churches as well as
integrated auxiliaries of a church.

Because special tax rules appLy to
churches, it is important to distinguish
churches from other religious organiza
tions. Therefore, when this publication
uses the term “religious organizations,” it
is not referring to churches or integrated
auxiliaries. Religious organizations that
are not churches typically include nonde
nominational ministries, interdenomina
tional and ecumenical organizations, and
other entities whose principal purpose is
the study or advancement of religion.
Churches and religious organizations may
be legally organized in a variety of ways
under state law, such as unincorporated
associations, nonprofit corporations,
corporations sole, and charitable trusts.
Certain terms used throughout this
publication—church, integrated auxiliary
of a church, ininister and IRC section
5O1(c)’3)— are defined in the Glossary
on page 23.

Tax-Exempt Status
Churches and religious organizations, like many other
charitable organizations, qualify for exemption from
federal income tax under JRC section S01(c)(3) and
are generally eligible to receive tax-deductible contri
butions. To qualify for tax-exempt status, such an
organization must meet the following requirements
(covered in greater detail throughout this publication):
• the organization must be organized and operated
exclusively for religious, educational, scientific, or other
charitable purposes,
a net earnings may not inure to the benefit of any
private individual or shareholdei
no substantial part of its activity may be attempting
to influence legislation,

a

the organization may not intervene in political
campaigns, and
• the organization’s purposes and activities may not
be illegal or violate fundamental public policy.

Recognition of Tax-Exempt Status
Automatic Exemption for Churches
Churches that meet the requirements of IRC section
501(c)(3) are automatically considered tax exempt and
are not required to apply for and obtain recognition of
tax-exempt status from the JRS.
Although there is no requirement to do so, many
churches seek recognition of tax-exempt status from the
IRS because such recognition assures church leaders,
members, and contributors that the church is recog
nized as exempt and qualifies for related tax benefits.
For example, contributors to a church that has been
recognized as tax exempt would know that their contri
butions generally are tax-deductible.

Church Exemption Through
a CentrallParent Organization
A church with a parent organization may wish to contact
the parent to see if it has a group ruling. If the parent
holds a group ruling, thea the IRS may already recognize
the church as tax exempt. Under the group exemption
process, the parent organization becomes the holder of
a group ruling that identifies other affiliated churches or
other affiliated organizations. A church is recognized as
tax exempt if it is included in a list provided by the par
ent organization. The parent is then required to submit
an annual group exemption update to the IRS in which
it provides additions, deletions, and changes within the
group. If the church or other affiliated organization is
included on such a list, it does not need to take further
action to obtain recognition of tax-exempt status.
An organization that is not covered under a group
ruling should contact its parent organization to see if it
is eligible to be included in the parent’s application for
the group ruling. For general information on the group
exemption process, see Revenue Procedure 80-27,
1980-1 C.B. 677.
Religious Organizations
Unlike churches, religious organizations that wish
to be tax exempt generally must apply to the IRS for
tax-exempt status unless their gross receipts do not
normally exceed $5,000 annually.

Applying for Tax-Exempt Status
Employer Identification Number (EIN)
Eveiy tax-exempt organization, including a church,
should have an employer identification number (EIN),
whether or not the organization has any employees.
There are many instances in which an EIN is necessary.
For example, a church needs an FIN when it opens a
bank account, in order to be listed as a subordinate in
a group ruling, or if it files returns with the IRS (e.g.,
Forms W-2, 1099, 990-T).
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An organization that does not have an EJN should file
Form 55-4, Application for Employer Identification
Number, in accordance with the instructions. If the
organization is submitting IRS Form 1023, Application
for Recognition of Exemption Under Section 501 (c)(3)
of the Internal Revenue Code (see below), Form 55-4
should be included with the application.

IRS Approval of Exemption Application

If the application for tax-exempt status is approved, the
IRS will notil5’ the organization of its status, any require
ment to file an annual information return, and its eligi
bUlly to receive deductible contributions. The IRS does
not assign a special number or other identification as evi
dence of an organization’s tax-exempt status.

Application Form

Organizations, including churches and religious organi
zations, that wish to be recognized as tax exempt under
IRC section 501(c)(3) must use Form 1023.

Public Listing of
Tax-Exempt Organizations

A religious organization must submit its application
within 27 months from the end of the month in which
the organization is formed in order to be considered
tax exempt and qualified to receive deductible contribu
tions as of the date the organization was fonned. On the
other hand, a church may obtain recognition of exemp
tion for time periods prior to the date of its request for
tax-exempt status, even if it does not submit its applica
tion within 27 months of formation.

The IRS lists organizations that are qualified to receive
tax-deductible contributions in IRS Publication 78,
Cumulative List of Organizations Described in Section
1Z0(c) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986. This publi
cation is sold to the public through the Superintendent
of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, DC. Publication 78 can also be downloaded
from the IRS Web site at !4!s.ov. Note that not
every organization that is eligible to recpive tax-deductible
contributions is listed in Publication 78. For example,
churches that have not applied for recognition of taxexempt status are not included in the publication. Only
the parent organization in a group ruling is included by
name in Publication 78.

Cost for app!ying for exemption. The IRS is required
to collect a non-refundable fee from any organization
seelting a determination of tax-exempt status under IRC
section 501(c)(3). Although churches are not required by
law to file an application for exemption, if they choose to
do so voluntarily, they are required to pay the fee for
determination.

The fee must be submitted with Form 102.3; otherwise,
the application will be returned to the submitter. Fees
change periodically and are listed on IRS Form 8718,
User Fee for Exempt Organization Determination Letter
Request, which is used to transmit both the appropriate
fee and the application for exemption. The most recent
user fee can be found at the Exempt Organizations (EO)
Web site under the IRS Tax Exempt and Government
Entities division via www.irs.gov!eo or by calling EO
Customer Account Services toll-free at (877) 829-5500.
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If you have questions about listing an organization,
correcting an erroneous entry, or deleting a listing in
Publication 78, contact EO Customer Account Services
toll-free at (877) 829-5500.

Jeopardizing Tax-Exempt Status
All TRC section 501(c)(3) organizations, including church
es and religious organizations, must abide by certain rules:
a their net earnings may not inure to any private
shareholder or individual,

they must not provide a substantial benefit to private
interests,
a they must not devote a substantial part of their
activities to attempting to influence legislation,
a they must not participate in, or intervene in, any
political campaign on behalf of (or iii opposition to)
any candidate for public office, and

the organization’s purposes and activities may not
be illegal or violate fundamental public policy.

B

Inurement and Private Benefit
Inurement to Insiders

Churches and religious organizations, like all exempt
organizations under IRC section 501(c)(3), are prohibit
ed from engaging in activities that result in inurement of
the church’s or organization’s income or assets to insiders
(i.e., persons having a personal and private interest in the
activities of the organization). Insiders could include the
minister, church board members, officers, and in certain
circumstances, employees. Examples of prohibited inure
ment include the payment of dividends, the payment of
unreasonable compensation to insiders, and transferring
property to insiders for less than fair market value. The
prohibition against inurement to insiders is absolute;
therefore, any amount of inurement is, potentially,
grounds for loss of tax-exempt status. In addition, the
insider involved may be subject to excise tax. See the
following section on Excess benefit transactions. Note
that prohibited inurement does not include reasonable
payments for services rendered, payments that further
tax-exempt purposes, or payments made for the fair
market value of real or personal property.

Ercess benefit transactions. In cases where an IRC
section 501(c)(3) organization provides an excess eco
nomic benefit to an insider, both the organization and
the insider have engaged in an excess benefit transaction.
The IRS may impose an excise tax on any insider who
improperly benefits from an excess benefit transaction,
as well as on organization managers who participate in
such a transaction knowing that it is improper. An insider
who benefits from an excess benefit transaction is also
required to return the excess benefits to the organiza
tion. Detailed rules on excess benefit transactions are
contained in the Code of Federal Regulations, Title 26,
sections 53.4958-0 through .53.4958-S.
Private Benefit

An IRC section 501(c)(3) organization’s activities must
be directed exclusively toward charitable, educational.
religious, or other exempt purposes. Such an organiza
tion’s activities may not serve the private interests of any
individual or organization. Rather, beneficiaries of an
organization’s activities must be recognized objects of
charity (such as the poor or the distressed) or the com
munity at large (for example, through the conduct of
religious seMces or the promotion of religion). Pnvate
benefit is different from inurement to insiders. Private
benefit may occur even if the persons benefited are not
insiders. Also, private benefit must be substantial in
order to jeopardize tax-exempt status.

Substantial Lobbying Activity
In general, no organization, including a church, may
qualify for IRC section SOl(c)(3) status if a substantial
part of its activities is attempting to influence legislation
(commonly known as lobbying). An IRC section
501(c)(3) organization may engage in some lobbying, but
too much lobbying activity risks loss of tax-exempt status.
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Legislation includes action by Congress, any state legisla
ture, any local council, or similar governing body, with
respect to acts, bills, resolutions, or similar items (such as
legislative confirmation of appointive offices), or by the
public in a referendum, ballot initiative, constitutional
amendment, or similar procedure. It does not include
actions by executive, judicial, or administrative bodies.
A church or religious organization will be regarded as
attempting to influence legislation if it contacts, or urges
the public to contact, members or employees of a legisla
tive body for the purpose of proposing, supporting, or
opposing legislation, or if the organization advocates the
adoption or rejection of legislation.
Churches and religious organizations may, however,
involve themselves in issues of public policy without the
activity being considered as lobbying. For example,
churches may conduct educational meetings, prepare
and distribute educational materials, or otherwise consid
er public policy issues in an educational manner without
jeopardizing their tax-exempt status.
Measuring Lobbying Activity
Substantial part test. Whether a church’s or religious
organization’s attempts to influence legislation constitute
a substantial part of its overall activities is determined on
the basis of all the pertinent facts and circumstances in
each case. The IRS considers a variety of factors, includ
ing the time devoted (by both compensated and volun
teer workers) and the expenditures devoted by the
organization to the activitc when determining whether
the lobbying activity is substantial. Churches must use
the substantial part test since they are not eligible to use
the expenditure test described in the next section.
Consequences of excessive lobbying activity. Under the substantial
part test, a church or religious organization that conducts excessive
lobbying activity in any taxable year may lose its tax-exempt status,
resulting in all of its income being subject to tax. In addition, a
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religious organization is subject to an excise tax equal to five per
cent of its lobbying expenditures for the year in which it ceases to
qualify for exemption. Further, a tax equal to five percent of the
lobbying expenditures for the year may be imposed against organi
zatioa managers, jointly and severally, who agree to the malting of
such expenditures knowing that the expenditm’es would likely result’
in loss of tax-exempt status.

Expenditure test. Although churches are not eligible,
religious organizations may elect the expenditure test
under IRC section 501(h) as an alternative method for
measuring lobbying activity. Under the expenditure test,
the extent of an organization’s lobbying activity will not
jeopardize its tax-exempt status, provided its expendi
hires, related to such activity, do not normally exceed an
amount specified in IRC section 4911, This limit is gen
erally based upon the size of the organization and may
not exceed $1,000,000.

Religious organizations electing to use the expenditure
test must ifie IRS Form 5768, Election/Revocation of
Election bw an Eligthle IRC Section 501(’c,)(S) Organization
To Make Expenditures To Influence Legislation, at any
time during the tax year for which it is to be effective.
The election remains in effect for succeeding years
unless it is revoked by the organization. Revocation of
the election is effective beginning with the year following
the year in which the revocation is filed. Religious organ
izations may wish to consult their tax advisors to deter
mine their eligibility for, and the advisability of, electing
the expenditure test.
Consequences of excessive lobbying activity. Under the expenditure

test, a religious organization that engages in excessive lobbying
activity over a fouryear period may lose its tax-exempt status, mak
ing all of its income for that period subject to tax. Should the organ
ization exceed its lobbying expenditure dollar limit in a particular
year, it must pay an excise tax equal to 25 percent of the excess.

Political Campaign Activity
Under the Internal Revenue Code, all IRC section
501(c)(3) organizations, including churches and religious
organizations, are absolutely prohibited from directly or
indirectly participating in, or intervening in, any political
campaign on behalf of (or in opposition to) any candidate
for elective public office. Contributions to political cam
paign funds or public statements of position (verbal or
written) made by or on behalf of the organization in favor
of or in opposition to any candidate for public office
clearly violate the prohibition against political campaign
activity. Violation of this prohibition may result in denial
or revocation of tax-exempt status and the imposition of
certain excise tax.
Certain activities or expenditures may not be prohibited
depending on the facts and circumstances. For example,
certain voter education activities (including the presenta
tion of public fornms and the publication of voter educa
tion guides) conducted in a non-partisan manner do not
constitute prohibited political campaign activity. In addi
tion, other activities intended to encourage people to
participate in the electoral process, such as voter regis
tration and get-out-the-vote drives, would not constitute
prohibited political campaign activity if conducted in a
non-partisan manner. On the other hand, voter educa
tion or registration activities with evidence of bias that:
(a) would favor one candidate over another; (b) oppose
a candidate in some manner; or (c) have the effect of
favoring a candidate or group of candidates, will consti
tute prohibited participation or intervention.
Individual Activity by Religious Leaders
The political campaign activity prohibition is not intend
ed to restrict free expression on political matters by lead
ers of churches or religious organizations speaking for
themselves, as individual,s. Nor are leaders prohibited
from speaking about important issues of public policy.

However, for their organizations to remain tax exempt
under TRC section 501(c)(3), religious leaders cannot
make partisan comments in official organization publica
tions or at official church functions. To avoid potential
attribution of their comments outside of church func
tions and publications, religious leaders who speak or
write in their individual capacity are encouraged to clear
ly indicate that their comments are personal and not
intended to represent the views of the organization. The
following are examples of situations involving endorse
ments by religious leaders.
Example 1: Minister A is the mh ‘ster of Church and is well
J
known in the consmunit With their permission, Candidate T pub
lishes a full-page ad in the local newspaper listing five prominent
ministers who have personally endorsed Candidate T, including
.

Minister A. Minister A is identified in the ad as the minister of
J. The ad states, ‘Titles and affiliations of each individual
are provided for identification put-poses only.” The ad is paid
Church

for by Candidate T’s campaign committee. Since the ad was nut
paid for by Church J, the ad is not otherwise in an official pub]ica
tion of Church J, and die endorsement is niade by Minister A in a
personal capacity, the ad dues not constitute campaign intervention
by Church J.
Example 2: Minister B is the minister of Church K. Church K pub
lishes a monthly church newsletter that is distributed to all church
members. in each issue, Minister B has a column titled “My

Views.” The month before the election, Minister B states in the
My Views” column, “It is my personal opinion that Candidate U
should be reelected.” For that one issue, Minister B pays from his
personal funds the portion of the cost of the newsletter attributable
to the “My Views” column, Even though he paid part of the cost
of the newsletter, the newsletter is an official publication of the
church. Since the endorsement appeared in an official publication
of Church K, it constitutes canipaign intervention attributed to
Church K.
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Exampk 3: Minister C is the minister of Church L and is well
Imo;ni in the community Three weeks before the election, he

attends a press conference at Candidate V’s campaign headqoarters
and states that Candidate V should be reelected. Minister C does
not say he is speaking on behalf of his church. His endorsement is
reported on the front page of the local newspaper and he is identi
fied in the article as the minister of Church L. Since Minister C did
not make the endo,-sement at an official church function, in an offi
cial church publication or otherwise use the church’s assets, and
did not state that he was speaking as a representative of Church L,
his actions did not constitute campaign intervention attributable to
Church L.
Exempts 4: Minister I) is the minister of Church M. During regular
services of Church M shortly before the election, Minister 0

preached on a number of issues, including the importance of voting
in the upcoming election, and concludes by stating, ‘It is important
that you all do your duty in the election and vote for Candidate W.”
Since Minister D’s remarks indicating support for Candidate W
were made during an official church service, they cousttute politi
cal campaign intervention attributable to Church M.

Inviting a Candidate to Speak

Depending on the facts and circumstances, a church or
religious organization may invite political candidates to
speak at its events without jeopardizing its tax-exempt
status. Political candidates maybe invited in their capa
city as candidates, or individually (not as a candidate).

candidate is introduced and in communications concern
ing the candidate’s attendance.), and
• no political fundrnising occurs.
Equal opportunity to participate. Like any other
IRC section 5O1(cX3) organization, in determining
whether candidates are given an equal opportunity to
participate, a church or religious organization should
consider the nature of the event to which each candidate
is invited, in addition to the manner of presentation. For
example, a church or religious organization that invites
one candidate to speak at its well attended annual ban
quet, but invites the opposing candidate to speak at a
sparsely attended general meeting, will likely be found
to have violated the political campaign prohibition,
even if the manner of presentation for both speakers
is otherwise neutraL.
Public forum. Sometimes a church or religious
organization invites several candidates to speak at a
public forum. A public forum involving several candi
dates for public office may qualii as an exempt educa
tional activity. However, if the forum is operated to show
a bias for or against any candidate, then the forum vould
be prohibited campaign activity, as it would be consid
ered intervention or participation in a political campaign.
When an organization invites several candidates to speak
at a forum, it should consider the following factors:
• whether questions for the candidate are prepared and
presented by an independent nonpartisan panel.

Speaking as a candidate. Like any other IRC section
5O1(c)(3) organization, when a candidate is invited to
speak at a church or religious organization event as a
political candidate, the church or religious organization
must take steps to ensure that:

• whether the topics discussed by the candidates cover a
broad range of issues that the candidates would address
if elected to the office sought and are of interest to the
public,

it provides an equal opportunity to the political candi
dates seeldng the same office,

• whether each candidate is given an equal opportunity
to present his or her views on the issues discussed,

• it does not indicate any support of or opposition to
the candidate (This should be stated explicitly when the
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whether the candidates are asked to agree or disagree
with positions, agendas, platforms or statements of the
organization, and
• whether a moderator comments on the questions
or otherwise implies approval or disapproval of the
candidates.
The following are two examples of situations where a
church or religious organization invites a candidate(s) to
speak before the congregation.
Example 1: Minister F is the minister of Church N. In the month
prior to the election. Minister F invited the three Congressional

candidates for the district in which Church N is located to address
the congregation, one each on three successive Sundays, as part of
regular worship services, Each candidate was given an equal oppor
tunity to address and field questions on a wide variety of topics
from the congregation. Minister F’s introduction of each candidate
included no comments on their qualifications or any indication of a
preference for any candidate- The actions do not constitute politi
cal campaign intervention by Church N.
Example 2: Minister F is the minister of Church 0. The Sunday
before the November election, Minister F invited Senate
Candidate X to preach to her congregation during worship services.

During his remaa-ks, Candidate X stated, “I am asking not only for
your votes, but for your enthusiasm and dedication, for your will
ingness to go the extra mile to get a vety In-ge turnout on Tuesday”
Minister F invited no other candidate to address her congregation
during the Senatorial campaign. Because these activities took place
dunng official church services, they are attributed to Church 0. By
selectively providing church facilities to allow Candidate X to speak
in support of his campaign, Church 0’s actions constitute political
campaign intervention,

Speaking as a non-candidate. Like any other IRC sec
tion 5O1(c)(3) organization, a church or religious organi
zation may invite political candidates (including church
members) to speak in a non-candidate capacity. For

instance, a political candidate may be a public figure
because he or she: (a) currently holds, or formerly held,
public office; (b) is considered an expert in a non-politi
cal field; or (c) is a celebrity or has led a distinguished
military, legal, or public service career When a candidate
is invited to speak at an event in a non-candidate capaci
ty, it is not necessary for the church or religious organiza
tion to provide equal access to all political candidates.
However, the church or religious organization must
ensure that:
• the individual speaks only in a non-candidate capacity,
a neither the individual nor any representative of the
church makes any mention of his or her candidacy or the
election, and
no campaign activity occurs in connection with the
candidate’s attendance.
In addition, the church or religious organization should
clearly indicate the capacity in which the candidate is
appearing and should not mention the individual’s politi
cal candidacy or the upcoming election in the communi
cations announcing the candidate’s attendance at the event.
Below are examples of situations where a public official
appears at a church or religious organization in an official
capacity and not as a candidate.
Example 1: Church P is located in the state capital. Minister C
custosnasily acknowledges the presence of any public officials

pi-esent during services. During the state gubernatorial race,
Lieutenant Governor Y, a candidate, attended a Wednesday
evening prayer service in the church. Minister C acknowledged the
Lieutenant Governor’s presence in his customny manoer, saying,
“We are happy to have worshiping with us this evening Lieutenant
Governor Y” Minister G made no reference in his welcome to the
Lieutenant Governor’s candidacy or the election. Mister C’s actions
do not constitute political campaign intervention hy Chuich P
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Example 2: Minister H is the minister of Church

Q. Church Q is
building a community centet: Minister H invites Congressman Z,
the representative for the district containing Church Q. to attend

The following are examples of situations where churches
distribute voter guides.

the groundbrenking ceremony for the community center.
Congressman Z is running for reelection at the time. Minister H
makes no reference in her introduction to Congressman Z’
5 candi

Example 1: Church R distributes a voter guide prior to elections.
The voter guide consists of a brief statement from the candidates
on each issue snade in response to a questionnaire sent to all

dacy or the election. Congressman Z also makes no reference to his
candidacy or the election and does not do any fundraising while at
Church Q. Church Q has not intervened in a political campaign.

candidates for governor of State I. The issues on the questionnaire
cover a wide variety of topics and were selected by Church B based
solely on their importance and interest to the electorate as a whole.

Voter Guides

Neither the questionnaire nor the voter guide, through their con
tent or structure, indicate a bias or preference for any candidate or

Like other IRC section 501 (ch3) organizations, some
churches and religious organizations undertake voter
education activities by distributing voter guides. Voter
guides, generally, are distributed during an election
campaign and provide information on how all candidates
stand on various issues. These guides may be distributed
with the purpose of educating voters; however, they may
not be used to attempt to favor or oppose candidates
for public elected office.
A careful review of the following facts and circumstances
may help determine whether or not a church or religious
organization’s publication or distribution of voter guides
constitutes prohibited political campaign activity:
• whether the candidates’ positions are compared to the
organization’s position,
• whether the guide includes a broad range of issues
that the candidates would address if elected to the
office sought,
• whether the description of issues is neutral,
• whether all candidates for an office are included, and
• whether the descriptions of candidates’ positions
are either:
the candidates’ own words in response to questions, or
a neutral, unbiased and complete compilation of all
candidates’ positions.
-

-
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group of candidates. Church K is not participating or intervening in
a political campaign.
Brain plc 2: Church S distributes a voter guide during an election
campaign. The voter guide is prepared using the responses of
candidates to a questionnaire sent to candidates for major public

offices. Although the questionnaire covers a wide range of topics,
the wording of the questions evidences a bins on certain issues.
By using a questionnaire structured in this way, Church S is patticipating or intervening in a political campaign.

Business Activity

The question of whether an activity constitutes partici
pation or intervention in a political campaign may also
arise in the context of a business activity of the church
or religious organization, such as the selling or renting
of mailing lists, the leasing of office space, or the accept
ance of paid political advertising. (The tax treatment of
income from such unrelated business activities follows.)
In this context, some of the factors to be considered in
determining whether the church or religious organiza
tion has engaged in prohibited political campaign activity
include the following:
• whether the good, service, or facility is available to the
candidates on an equal basis,

• whether the good, service, or facility is available only
to candidates and not to the general public,
• whether the fees charged are at the organization’s
customary and usual rates, and
• whether the activity is an ongoing activity of the organ
ization or whether it is conducted only for the candidate.
Consequences of Political Campaign Activity
When it participates in political campaign activit a
church or religious organization jeopardizes both its
tax-exempt status under IRC section S01(cX3) and its
eligibility to receive tax-deductible contributions. In
addition, it may become subject to an excise tax on its
political expenditures. This excise tax may be imposed in
addition to revocation, or it may be imposed instead of
revocation. Also, the church or religious organization
should correct the violation.
Excise tax. An initial tax is imposed on an organization
at the rate of 10 percent of the political expenditures.
Also, a tax at the rate of 2.5 percent of the expenditures
is imposed against the organization managers (jointly and
severally) who, without reasonable cause, agreed to the
expenditures knowing they were political expenditures.
The tax on management may not exceed $5,000 with
respect to any one expenditure.

In any case in which an initial tax is imposed against an
organization, and the expenditures are not corrected
within the period allowed by law, an additional tax equal
to 100 percent of the expenditures is imposed against
the organization. In that case, an additional tax is also
imposed against the organization managers (jointly and
severally) who refused to agree to make the correction,
The additional tax on management is equal to 50 percent
of the expenditures and may not exceed $10,000 with
respect to any one expenditure.
Correction. Correction of a political expenditure
requires the recovery of the expenditure, to the extent
possible, and establishment of safeguards to prevent
future political expenditures.

Please note that a church or religious organization that
engages in any political campaign activity also needs to
determine whether it is in compliance with the appropri
ate federal, state or local election laws, as these may dif
fer from the requirements under IRC section 5Ol(cX3).

Unrelated Business income Tax (UBIT)
Net Income Subject to the UBIT
Churches and religious organizations, like other taxexempt organizations, may engage in income-producing
activities unrelated to their tax-exempt purposes, as long
as the unrelated activities are not a substantial part of the
organization’s activities. However, the net income from
such activities will be subject to the UBIT if the follow
ing three conditions are met:
the activity constitutes a trade or business,
• the trade or business is regularly carried on. and
• the trade or business is not substantially related to the
organization’s exempt purpose. (The fact that the organi
zation uses the income to further its charitable or reli
gious purposes does not make the activity substantially
related to its exempt purposes.)
Exceptions to UBIT
Even if an activity meets the above three criteria, the
income may not be subject to tax if it meets one of the
following exceptions: (a) substantially all of the work in
operating the trade or business is performed by volun
teers; (b) the activity is conducted by the organization
primarily for the convenience of its members; or (c) the
trade or business involves the selling of merchandise
substantially all of which was donated.
In general, rents from real property, royalties, capital
gains, and interest and dividends are not subject to the
unrelated business income tax unless financed with
borrowed money.
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Examples of Unrelated
Trade or Busthess Activities
Unrelated trade or business activities vary depending on
types of activities, as shown below.

Advertising
Many tax-exempt organizations sell advertising in their
publications or other forms of public communication,
Generally, income from the sale of advertising is unrelat
ed trade or business income. This may include the sale
of advertising space in weekly bulletins, magazines or
journals, or on church or religious organization Web sites,
Gaming

Most forms of gaming, if regularly carried on, may be
considered the conduct of an unrelated trade or business.
This can include the sale of pull-tabs and raffles. Income
derived from bingo games may be eligible for a special
tax exception (in addition to the exception regarding
uncompensated volunteer labor covered above), if the
following conditions are met: (a) the bingo game is the
traditional type of bingo (as opposed to instant bingo, a
variation of pull-tabs); (b) the conduct of the bingo game
is not an activity carried out by for-profit organizations
in the local area; and (c) the operation of the bingo game
does not violate any state or local law.
Sale of merchandise and publications
The sale of merchandise and publications (including
the actual publication of materials) can be considered
the conduct of an unrelated trade or business if the

items involved do not have a substantial relationship
to the exempt purposes of the organization.
Rental income

Generally, income derived from the rental of real prop
erty and incidental personal property is excluded from
unrelated business income. However, there are certain
situations in which rental income may be unrelated busi
ness taxable income:
if a church rents out property on which there is debt
outstanding (for example, a mortgage note), the rental
income may constitute unrelated debt-financed income
subject to UBIT. (Howeves if a church or convention or
association of churches acquires debt-financed land for
use in its exempt purposes within 15 years of the time of
acquisition, then income from the rental of the land may
not constriute unrelated business income.),
• if personal services are rendered in connection with
the rental, then the income maybe unrelated business
taxable income, or
• if a church charges for the use of the parking lot, the
income maybe unrelated business taxable income.
Parking lots
If a church owns a parking lot that is used by church
members and visitors while attending church services,
any parking fee paid to the church would not be subject
to UBIT. However, if a church operates a parking lot that
is used by members of the general public, parking fees
would be taxable, as this activity would not be substan
tially related to the church’s exempt purpose, and park
ing fees are not treated as rent from real property. If
the church enters into a lease with a third party who
operates the church’s parking lot and pays rent to the

church, such payments would not be subject to tax, as
they would constitute rent from real property.
Whether an income-producing activity is an unrelated
trade or business activity depends on all the facts and
circumstances. For more information, see IRS
Publication 598, Tax on Unrelated Business in come
of Exempt Organizutions.

Tax on Income-Producing Activities
If a church, or other exempt organization, has gross
income of $1,000 or more for any taxable year from the
conduct of any unrelated trade or business, it is required
to file IRS Form 990-T, Exempt Organization Business
income mx Return, for that year. If the church is part of
a larger entity (such as a diocese), it must file a separate
Form 990-T if it has a separate FIN. Form 990-T is due
the 15th day of the 5th month following the end of the
church’s tax year. (1RC section 512(bHl2) provides a
special rule for parishes and similar local units of a
church. A specific deduction is provided, which is equal
to the lower of $1,000 or the gross income derived from
any unrelated trade or business regularly carried on
by such parish or local unit of a church.) See Filing
Requirements on page 19.

Download IRS
publications and forms
at www.irs.gov
or
order free
through the IRS at
(800) 829-3676.
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Employment Tax
Generally, churches and religious organizations are
required to withhold, report, and pay over-withheld
income and Federal Jnsurance Contributions Act
(FICA) taxes for their employees. Employment tax
includes income tax withheld and paid for an employee
and FICA taxes withheld and paid on behalf of an
employee. Substantial penalties may be imposed against
an organization that fails to withhold and pay the proper
employment tax. Whether a church or religious organiza
tion must withhold and pay employment tax depends
upon whether the church’s workers are employees.
Determination of worker status is important. Several
facts determine whether a worker is an employee. For
an in-depth explanation and examples of the common
law employer-employee relationship, see IRS Publication
15-A, Employei-’s Supplemental Tax Guide. If a church or
a worker wants the IRS to determine whether the worker
is an employee, the church or worker should file IRS
Form SS-S, Determination o[Entployee Worker Status
for Purposes of Federal Employment Taxes and Income
Tax Withholding, with the IRS.

Social Security and
Medicare Taxes
Federal Insurance
Contributions Act (FICA)
—

FICA taxes consist of Social Secm-ity and Medicare

taxes. Wages paid to employees of churches or religious
organizations are subject to FICA taxes unless one of the
following exceptions applies:
• wages are paid for services performed by a duly
ordained, commissioned, or licensed minister of a church
in the exercise of his or her ministry, or by a member of
a religious order in the exercise of duties required by
such order,
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• the church or religious organization pays the employee
wages of less than $108.28 in a calendar year, or
a a church that is opposed to the payment of Social
Security and Medicare taxes for religious reasons files
IRS Form 8274, Certflcation by Churches and Qualified
Church Controlled Organizations Electing Exemption
From Employer Social Security and Medicare Taxes.
Very specific timing rules apply to filing Form 8274. It
must be flied before the first date on which the e]ecting
entity is required to file its first quarterly employment
tax return. This election does not relieve the organization
of its obligation to withhold income tax on wages paid to
its employees. In addition, if such an election is made,
affected employees must pay Self-Employment Contri
butions Act (SECA) tax. For further information, see
Publication 517, Social Security and Other Information
for Members of the Clergy and Religions Workers,
Withheld employee income tax and PICA taxes are
reported on IRS Form 941, Employer’s Quarterly
Federal Tax Return. For more information about
employment tax, see IRS Publication 15, Circular F.
Employer’s Tax Guide, and IRS Publication 15-A,
Employer’s Supplemental Tax Guide. See also, IRS
Publication 517, Social Security and Other Information
for Members of the Clergy and Religious Workers,

Federal Unemployment
Tax Act (FUTA)
Churches and religious organizations are not liable for
FUTA tax. For further information on RiTA, see IRS
Publication 517, Social Security and Other Thforination
for Members of the Clergy and Religious Workers.

Special Rules for Compensation of Ministers
Withholding Income Tax
for Ministers
Unlike other exempt organizations or businesses, a
church is not required to withhold income tax from the
compensation that it pays to its duly ordained, comrnis
sioned, or licensed ministers for performing services in
the exercise of their ministry. An employee minister may,
however, enter into a voluntary withholding agreement
with the church by completing IRS Form W-4, Employee’s
Withholding Allowance Certificate. A church should
report compensation paid to a minister on Form W-2,
Wage and Tax Statement, if the minister is an employee,
or on IRS Form 1099-MISC, Miscellaneous Income, if
the minister is an independent contractor.

Parsonage or Housing Allowances
Generally, a minister’s gross income does not include the
fair rental value of a home (parsonage) provided, or a
housing allowance paid, as part of the minister’s compen
sation for services performed that are ordinarily the
duties of a minister.
A minister who is furnished a parsonage may exclude
from income the fair rental value of the parsonage,
including utilities. However, the amount excluded cannot
be more than the reasonable pay for the minister’s services.
A minister who receives a housing allowance may
exclude the allowance from gross income to the extent it
is used to pay expenses in providing a home. Generally,
those expenses include rent, mortgage payments, utili
ties, repairs, and other expenses directly relating to pro
viding a home. If a minister owns a home, the amount
excluded from the minister’s gross income as a housing
allowance is limited to the least of the following; (a) the
amount actually used to provide a home; (b) the amount
officially designated as a housing allowance; or (c) the
fair rental value of the home. The minister’s church or
other qualified organization must designate the housing
allowance pursuant to official action taken in advance of
the payment. If a minister is employed and paid by a
local congregation, a designation by a national church

agency will not be effective. The local congregation must
make the designation. A national church agency may
make an effective designation for ministers it directly
employs. If none of the minister’s salary has been offi
cially designated as a housing allowance, the full salary
must be included in gross income.
The fair rental value of a parsonage or housing allowance
is excludable from income only for income tax purposes.
These amounts are not excluded in determining the min
ister’s net earnings from self-employment for SelfEmployment Contributions Act (SECA) tax purposes.
Retired ministers who receive either a parsonage or
housing allowance are not required to include such
amounts for SEGA tax purposes.
As mentioned above, a minister who receives a parson
age or rental allowance excludes that amount from his
income. The portion of expenses allocable to the exclud
able amount is not deductible. This limitation, however,
does not apply to interest on a home mortgage or real
estate taxes, nor to the calculation of net earnings from
self-employment for SEGA tax purposes.
IRS Publication 517, Social Security and Other
Information for Members of the Clergy and Religious
Workers, has a detailed example of the tax treatment for
a housing allowance and the related limitations on
deductions. IRS Publication 525, Taxable and
Noritaxable Income, has information on particular types
of income for ministers,

Social Security and Medicare Taxes
Federal Insurance Contributions Act
(FICA) vs. Self-Employment
Contributions Act (SECA)

—

The compensation that a church or religious organization

pays to its ministers for performing services in the exer
cise of ministry is not subject to FICA taxes. However,
income that a minister earns in performing services in
the exercise of his ministry is subject to SECA tax, unless
the minister has timely applied for and received an
exemption from SEGA tax.
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Payment of Employee Business Expenses
A church or religious organization is treated like any
other employer as far as the tax rules regarding employ
ee business expenses. The rules differ depending upon
whether the expenses are paid through an accountable
or non-accountable plan, and these plans determine
whether the payment for these expenses is included in
the employee’s income.

Accountable Reimbursement Plan
An arrangement that an employer establishes to
reimburse or advance employee business expenses will
be an accountable plan if it meets three requirements:
(1) involves a business connection; (2) requires the
employee to substantiate expenses incurred; and (3)
requires the employee to return any excess amounts.
Employees must provide the organization with sufficient
information to identi& the specific business nature of
each expense and to substantiate each element of an
expenditure. It is not sufficient for an employee to aggre
gate expenses into broad categories such as travel or to
report expenses through the use of non-descriptive terms
such as miscellaneous business expenses. Both the sub
stantiation and the return of excess amounts must occur
within a reasonable period of time.
Employee business expenses reimbursed under an
accountable plan are: (a) excluded from an employee’s
gross income; (b) not required to be reported on the
employee’s IRS Form W-2, Wage and Tar Statement;
and (c) exempt from the withholding and payment of
wages subject to FICA taxes and income tax withholdings.

Non-accountable Reimbursement Plan
If the church or religious organization reimburses or
advances the employee for business expenses, but the
arrangement does not satisv the three requirements of
an accountable plan, the amounts paid to the employees
are considered wages subject to FICA taxes and income
tax withholding, if applicable, and are reportable on
Form W-2. (Amounts paid to employee ministers are
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treated as wages reportable on Form W-2, but are not
subject to FICA taxes or income tax withholding.)
For example, if a church or religious organization pays
its secretary a $200 per month allowance to reimburse
monthly business expenses the secretary incurs while
conducting church or religious organization business, and
the secretary is not required to substantiate the expenses
or return any excess, then the entire $200 must be re
ported on Form W-2 as wages subject to FICA taxes and
income tax withholding. In the same situation involving
an employee-minister, the allowance must be reported
on the minister’s Form W-2, but no FICA or income tax
withholding is required. For further information see
IRS Publication 463, Travel, Entel-tiininent, Gft and
Car Expenses.
One common business expense reimbursement is for
autUmn bile mileage. If a church or religious organization
pays a mileage allowance at a rate that is less than or
equal to the federal standard rate, the amount of the
expense is deemed substantiated, (Each year, the federal
government establishes a standard mileage reimbursement
rate.) There are no income or employment tax conse
quences to the reimbursed individual provided that the
employee substantiates the time, place, and business
purposes of the automobile mileage for which reimburse
ment is sought. Of course, reimbursement for automo
bile mileage incurred for personal purposes is includible
in the individual’s income.
If a church or religious organization reimburses automo
bile mileage at a rate exceeding the standard mileage
rate, the excess is treated as paid under a non-accountable
plan. This means that the excess is includible in the indi
vidual’s income and is subject to the withholding and
payment of income and employment taxes, if applicable.
In addition, any mileage reimbursement that is paid with
out requiring the individual to substantiate the time, place,
and business purposes of each trip is included in the mdi
viduaIs income, regardless of the rate of reimbursement.
No income is attributed to an employee or a volunteer
who uses an automobile owied by the church or religious
organization to perform church-related work.

Recordkeeping Requirements
Books of Accounting
and Other Types of Records
All tax-exempt organizations, including churches and
religious organizations (regardless of whether tax-exempt
status has been officially recognized by the IRS), are
required to maintain books of accounting and other
records necessary to justify their claim for exemption in
the event of an audit. See Special Rules Limiting IRS
Authority to Audit a Church on page 22. Tax-exempt
organizations are also required to maintain books and
records that are necessary to accurately file any federal
tax and information returns that ma)’ be required.

There is no specific format for keeping records. How
ever, the types of required records frequently include
organizing documents (charter, constitution, articles
of incorporation) and bylaws, minute books, property
records, general ledgers, receipts and disbursements
journals, payroll records, banldng records, and invoices.
The extent of the records necessary generally varies
according to the type, size, and complexity of the
organization’s activities.

Length of Time to Retain Records
The law does not specif’ a length of time that records
must be retained; however, the following guidelines
should he applied in the event that the records may be
material to the administration of any federal tax law.
Type of Retard

Length of Time to Retain

Records of revenue

Retain for at least four
years after filing the

and expenses.
including payroll

return(s) to which they

records.

relate.

Records relaing to

Retain for at least four
years after the filing of
the return for the year

acquisition and
disposition of proper
(real a,d personal,

in which disposition

including investments).

occurs.

/

.

Filing Requirements
Information and Tax Returns

—

Forms to File and Due Dates

Churches or religious organizations maybe required to report certain payments to the JRS. The following is a list of the
most frequently required returns, who should use them, how they are used, and “hen they should be filed.
Returns

Who Should use Them

Form W-z

Organizations with employees.

How They are Used

Furnish each employee with
a completed Foams W.2
by January 31; and file all
Fonna W-2 and Fonn W-3
with the Social Security
Administration (SSA) by the
last day of Februaay.

Wage and Tax Statement

Form W-3
Transmittal of Wage
and Tax Statement

Form ‘V-2G

Any charitable or religious organiza.

The requirements for reporting and

Certain Gaming Winnings

bun, including a church, that apon-

Formnrc informs tion on reputing
reqeirament, ibr gaming activities,
5
s,slRS Poblicatien 3079, Gamin

torn a gaming event (raffles, bingo)
must file Form W-2G when
a participant wins a prize over
a specific value amount,

withholding depend on the type of
gaming, the amount of winnings, and

,t
1
Psblirsiion for Tos.Eat-m

the ratio of winnings to the wager.

Use Form 941 to report Social Security
and Medicare taxes and income taxes
withheld by the organization, and Social
Security and Medicare taxes paid by the

Form 941
Employer’s Quarterly
Federal Tax Return

organization.

Form 945
Annual Return of
Withheld Federal
income Tax

.

.

Cenerally all religious organizations
(See Exceptions to file 990 below.)
most file Form 990 or Form 990-EZ
un.less their annual groan receipts do

Form 990
Return of Organization
Exempt from income Tax

Form 990-EZ

not normally exceed $25,000.

Short Form Return of
Organization Exempt
From income Tax

Ifs church or religious organization
withholds income tax, including backup
withholding, from non-pay3’oll payments,
it mutt file Form 935.

I Form 990.RZ is a simplified version of

Form 990 that can be used by organiza-

[
[I

bonn that have annual groan receipts of
less than $100,000 and have total assets of
less than $250,000 at the end of the year.

,

For each winner meeting the
filing requirement, the church
or religious organization must
furnish each winner Form W-2G
byjanua,y31; and file Copy A
of Form W-2G with the IRS by
Febnaasy 28.
The returns are due on April 30,
July 31, October 31, and
January31 (10 days later if the
organization deposited all taxes
when due).
File Form 935 by January 31.
This form it not required for
those yeara in which therein
no noes-payroll tax liabilitc

Generally, Form 990 or Form
990.EZ must be filed on or
before the 15th day of the 5th
month following the end of the
organization’s annual accounting
period (May15 for a calendar

Ercq,lfens lo.j’sk 900

year accounting period).

The following is a list uftome of the organizations that are nos required to file Fenn 990.
a churches (as opposed to ‘religious o,ganiaasioos,’ defined earlier
. inter-church oresnintiona of local sanste of a church
. mission secieties sponasred by or affiliated with ene or more thuzclae, or church denensina’
ben, if mare tItan half of the aetsibes are conducted in, or directed at, penona in fans gnnsunbiea

The organization must include
Schedule A (Form 990 or Form
990..EZ) when it filet Schedule B

a an eadsaively religious activity of any religious order

]

Whets to File

Per a list of other organizations that are not required to file Form 990,
see the Instnsctions for Form 990 and Fans

‘S

950-El

(Form 990 or Form 990-EZ) may
alao be required.

r

Returns

Who Should Use Them

How They are Used

Svhen to File

Form 990-T
Exempt Organization
Business Income Tax Return

Churches and religious
organizations,

Churches and religious organizations
file Form 990-T ifthevgenerate
gross income from an unrelated business
of SI 000 or mote for a taxable yeas:

Form 990-T must be filed by the
15th dsyoft’ne 5th month after
the organization’s accounting
pesiod ends (May 15 for a
calendar year accounting period).

Churches and religious
organizations,

If the tax on unrelated business income
is expected to be 5500 or more, the
church or religious organization must
make estimated tax payments.

must

more r,fenv.ation on unrelated
lanai ness income, see Unrelated B usi ness
Isscosse Tax (UBIT) on page 12.
F or

Form 990-W
Eatinsated Tax a’s Unrelated
Business Taxable Income for
Organizations
Tar-Exempt

Use Form 900-W to compute the
estimated tax liability.
Form 1096
Annual Summary and
Transmittal of U.S.
Information Returns

Churches and religious
organizations.

Form 1099
Miscellaneous Income

Chos-ches and religious
organizations.

-

See the inslnscasonsfar
Font 1099-MISC tsr delails.

I

Form 5578
Annual Certification of
Racial Nossdiscrimisaation
for a Private School Exempt
from Federal Income Tax
;

A church Or religious organization
that eperates a private school, whether
separately incorporated or operated as
pat-s of its overall operations, that
teaches seculas- subjects and generally
complies with state law tequirementa
for publse education.

Fsr infsmualaon en racial and etlx,sic
nondiscnninalssy pelac’e see
B esenue Proeedsaa-e 75-50, 1975-2
c.5 587 at ,nnsyira.oV.

-

Use Form 1096 to h-ansmit Forms

Form 1096 must be filed by

1099-MISC. W-2C. and certain other
fornas to the 1115.

February 28 in the year follow
ing the lendsr year in which
the paynaents were made

A church or religious organization must
use Form 1099-MISC ifit pays an unincorporated individual or an entity $600 or
more in any calendar year for one of the
following pvments: gross rents; commissions, fees, or other compensation paid
to non-employees; prizes and awards; or
other fixed and detenninable incosne.

Churches or religious organizetions must furnish each payee
with a copy of Form 1099-MISC
by January 31; and file Copy A
of Form 1099-MISC with the
IRS by Februasy 25.

A church or religious organization
must file Form 5578 to cett that
it does not discriminate based on race
or ethnic origin.

Foam 5578 must be filed on or
before the 15th day of the 5th
month following the end of the
organization’s taxable year
(May 15 for a unlendsa- yeas-).
If an organization files Form
990 or Form 990-EZ, the
certification must he made
on Schedule A (Form 990 or
Form 990.EZ).

.

Nate: It is nat considered racially discriminatory far a parochial sclseol so select students en the
basss at nsembsrship ins religieus dsnoruiaatian ifmembership in the desaminstian is spun to
all ona socially nondiacrinainatesy basis. Further, axesxinaey, Sr ether purely religious achnel, lest
primarily teaches religious subjects usually with ths psarpese ef halting students far the nstnistn:
is not subject to the racially nondiscriminatasy reqesicemenls berauae it is considered so be a reli
gi ous satlser than an educational argaseinhan

:

Form 8282

Churches and religious
organizations.

Vo,see Iltforanation Return

;

:

A church or religious organization must
file Form 8282 if it sells, exchanges,
ta-anafera, or otherwise disposes of certain
non-cash donated property within two
years of the date it originally received the
donation. This applies to non-cash prop.
erty that had an appraised value of
5,000 or more at time of donation.
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-

The church or religious os-gani
zation must file Form 8222 with
the IRS within 125 days of date
of dispoaition of the proptrty;
and furnish the original donor
with a copy of the form.

Charitable Contributions
Substantiation and Disclosure Rules
—

There are two general rules that a church or religious
organization needs to be aware of to meet substantiation
and disclosure requirements for federal income tax
return reporting purposes.

a description and good faith estimate of the value of
goods or services other than intangible religious benefits
that the church or religious organization provided in
return for the contribution.

donor is responsible for obtaining a written aclornwl
edgment from a charity for any single contribution of
$250 or more before the donor can claim a charitable
contribution on his or her federal income tax return.
a A charitable organization is required to provide a writ
ten disclosure to a donor who receives goods or services
in exchange for a single payment in excess of $75.

The church or religious organization may either provide
separate acknowledgments for each single contribution
of $250 or more or one acknowledgment to substantiate
several single contributions of $250 or more. Separate
contributions are not aggregated for purposes of measur
ing the $250 threshold,

• A

Disclosure Rules that Apply
to Quid Pro Quo Contributions

Substantiation Rules
A donor cannot claim a tax deduction for any single con
tribution of $250 or more unless the donor obtains a
contemporaneous, written acknowledgment of the con
tribution from the recipient church or religious organiza
tion. A church or religious organization that does not
acknowledge a contribution incurs no penalty; but with
out a written acknowledgment, the donor cannot claim a
tax deduction. Although it is a donor’s responsibility to
obtain a written acknowledgment, a church or religious
organization can assist the donor by providing a timely,
written statement containing the following information:
name of the church or religious organization,
date of the contribution.
amount of any cash contribution, and
• description (but not the value) of non-cash conthbutions.

A contribution made by a donor in exchange for goods
or services is known as a quid pro quo contribution. A
donor may only take a contribution deduction to the
extent that bis or her contribution exceeds the fair mar
ket value of the goods and services the donor receives in
return for the contribution. Therefore, donors need to
know the value of the goods or services. A church or reli
gious organization must provide a written statement to a
donor who makes a payment exceeding $75 partly as a
contribution and partly for goods and services provided
by the organization.

.

.

In addition, the timely, written statement must contain
one of the following:
a statement that no goods or services were provided by
the church or religious organization in return for the
contribution,
• statement that goods or services that a church or reli
gious organization provided in return for the contribu
tion consisted entirely of intangible religious benefits, or
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Example 1; If a donor gives a church a payment of 8100 and, in
return, receives a ticket to an event valued at 840, this is a quid
pro quo contribution, and only 860 is deductible by the donor
($100- 840 = 860), Even though the deductible amount does not
exceed 875, since the quid pro quo contribution the church
received is in excess of 875, the church must provide the donor
with a written disclosure statement The statement must: (1) infonn
the donor that the amount of the contribution that is deductible for
federal income tax purposes is limited to the excess of nsoney (and
the fair market value of any property other than money) con
tributed by the donor over the value of goods or services provided
by the church or religious organization; and (2) provide the donor
with a good-faith estimate of the value of the goods or sen’ices.

The church or religious organization must provide the
written disclosure statement with either the solicitation
or the receipt of the contribution and in a manner that
is likely to come to the attention of the donor, For
example, a disclosure in small print within a larger
document may not meet this requirement.

Exceptions to Disclosure Statement
A church or religious organization is not required to
provide a disclosure statement for quid pro quo
contributions when: (a) the goods or services meet the
standards for insubstantial value; or (b) the only benefit
received by the donor is an intangible religious benefit.
Additionally, if the goods or services the church or
religious organization provides are intangible religious
benefits (examples follow), the acknowledgement for
contributions of $250 or more does not need to describe
those benefits.
Generally, intangible religious benefits are benefits
provided by a church or religious organization that are
not usually sold in commercial transactions outside a
donative (gift) context.
Intangible religious benefits include:
a admission to a religious ceremony
a de minimus tangible benefits, such as wine used in
religious ceremony
Benefits that are not
intangible religious benefits include:
a tuition for education leading to a recognized degree
a travel services
a consumer goods

IRS Publication 1771,
Charitable Contributions:
Substantiation and
Disclosure Requirements,
provides more information
on substantiation and
disclosure rules.
Order Publication 1771
free through the IRS at
(800) 829-3676.
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Tax Inquiries and
Examinations of Churches

Audit Process

Congress has imposed special limitations, found in IRC
section 7611, on how and when the IRS may conduct
civil tax inquiries and examinations of churches. The IRS
may only initiate a church tax inquiry if the Director,
Exempt Organizations. Examinations reasonably
believes, based on a written statement of the facts and
circumstances, that the organization: (a) may not quali’
for the exemption; or (b) may not be paying tax on an
unrelated business or other taxable activity
Restrictions on Church Inquiries and Examinafions

Restrictions on church inquiries and examinations apply
only to churches (including organizations claiming to be
churches if such status has not been recognized by IRS)
and conventions or associations of churches. They do
not apply to related persons or organizations. Thus, for
example, the rules do not apply to schools that, although
operated by a church, are organized as separate legal
entities. Similarly, the rules do not apply to integrated
auxiliaries of a church.
Restrictions on church inquiries and examinations do not
apply to all church inquiries by the IRS. The most com
mon exception relates to routine requests for informa
tion. For example, IRS requests for information from
churches about filing of returns, compliance with income
or Social Security and Medicare tax withholding require
ments, supplemental information needed to process
returns or applications, and other similar inquiries are
not covered by the special church audit rules.
Restrictions on church inquiries and examinations do not
apply to criminal investigations or to investigations of the
tax liability of any person connected with the church,
e.g., a contributor or minister.
The procedures of IRC section 7611 will be used in
initiating and conducting any inquiry or examination into
whether an excess benefit transaction (as that term is
used in IRC section 4958) has occurred between a
church and an insider.
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The following is the sequence of the audit process.
1. If the reasonable belief requirement is met, the IRS
must begin an inquiry by providing a church with written
notice containing an explanation of its concerns.
2. The church is allowed a reasonable period in which to
respond by furnishing a written explanation to alleviate
IRS concerns.
3. If the church fails to respond within the required
time, or if its response is not sufficient to alleviate IRS
concerns, the IRS may, generally within 90 days, issue
a second notice, informing the church of the need to
examine its books and records.
4. After issuance of a second notice, but before com
mencement of an examination of its books and records,
the church may request a conference with an IRS official
to discuss IRS concems. The second notice will contain
a copy of all documents collected or prepared by the
IRS for use in the examination and subject to disclosure
under the Freedom of Information Act, as supplemented
by IRC section 6103 relating to disclosure and confiden
tiality of tax return information.
5. Generally, examination of a church’s books and
records must be completed within two years from the
date of the second notice from the IRS.
If at any time during the inquiry process the church
supplies information sufficient to alleviate the concerns
of the IRS, the matter will be closed without examination
of the church’s books and records. There are additional
safeguards for the protection of churches under IRC
section 7611. For example, the IRS cannot begin a sub
sequent examination of a church for a five-year period
unless the previous examination resulted in a revocation,
notice of deficiency of assessment, or a request for a
significant change in church operations, including a
significant change in accounting practices.

Glossary
Church. Certain chac-acteristics are generally attributed to churches.
These attributes of a church have been developed by the IRS and
by court decisions. They include; distinct legal existence; recog
nized creed and form of worship; definite and distinct ecclesiastical
government; formal code of doctrine and discipline; distinct reli
gious histo.y; membership not associated with any other church or
denomination; organization of ordained ministers; ordained minis
ters selected after completing prescribed courses of study; litera
ture of its own; established places of worship; regular congrega
tions; regular religious services; Sunday schools for the religious
instruction of the young; schools for the preparation of its ministers.
The IRS generally uses a combination of these characteristics,
together with other facts and circumstances, to determine whether
an organization is considered a church for federal tax pus-poses.

Men’s and women’s organizations, seminaries, mission societies,
and youth groups that satisfy the first two requirements above are
considered integrated auxiliaries whether or not they meet the
internal support requirements. More guidance as to the types of
organizations the IRS will treat as integrated auxiliaries can be
found in the Code of Regulations, 26 CFR section 1.6033-2(h).
The same sties that apply to a church apply to the integrated
auxiliary of a church, with the exception of those rules that apply
to the audit of a church. See section Special Rules Limiting IRS
Authority To Audit A Church on page 22.

Minister. The ten’n minister is not used by all faiths; howeves;
in an attempt to make this publication easy to read, we use it
because it is generally understood. As used in this booklet, the

The IRS makes no attempt to evaluate the content of whatever
doctrine a particular organization claims is religious, provided the
particular beliefs of the organization are trely and sincerely held by

term minister denotes members of clergy of all religions and
denominations and includes priests, rabbis, imams, and similar
members of the clergy.

those professing them and the practices and sites associated with
the organization’s belief or creed are not illegal or contrary to

IRC Section 5O1(C)(3). IRC section 501(c)(3) describes charita

clearly defined public policy.

ble organizations, including churches and religious organizations,
which qualify for exemption from federal income tax and generally

Integrated Auxiliary Of A Church. The term integrated

are eligible to receive tax-deductible contributions. This section

auxiliaay of a church refers to a class of organizations that are related
to a church or convention or association of churches, but are not

provides that:

such organizations themselves. fn general, the IRS will treat an
organization that meets the following three requirements as an

an organization must be organized and operated exclusively
for religious or other charitable purposes,

integrated auxiliary of a churcls. The organization must:

• net earnings may not inure to the benefit of any private
individual or shareholder,

• be described both as an IRC section 501(c)(3) charitable
organization and as a public charity under IRC sections 509(a)(1),
(2), or (3),

ano substantial part of its activity may be attempting to
influence legislatioo,

be affiliated with a church or convention or association of
churches, and
• receive financial support primarily from internal church sources
as opposed to public or governmental sources.

• the organization may not intervene in political campaigns, and
• the organization’s purposes and activities may not be illegal or
violate fundamental public policy.
These requirements are set forth in greater detail throughout this
publication.
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MEMORANDUM
Interested Parties
FROM:

Mary Logan, General Counsel
Dave Ullrich, Associate General Counsel

RE:

Incorporation of United Methodist Child Care Centers and Preschools

DATE:

June 1, 1999

The purpose ofthis memorandum is to address the most commonly asked questions about the
legal aspects of incorporation of a child care, early childhood development center or a preschool as
an entity separate from the local church. The term “Center’ will be used to cover preschools, day
care centers, extended care (latch-key) programs, nursery schools, “Parents’ Day Out” programs,
early childhood development centers, and other child care and development centers. The term
“Church” refers to the local United Methodist Church.
While there may be advantages to separate incorporation, GCFA’s legal department is not
advising every United Methodist local church child care center to
or not to
separately
incorporate. Each local church, in consultation with local legal counsel, needs to evaluate this issue.
Each local church will have its own policy, missional and legal considerations that must be
considered and evaluated in making the important decision of whether to form a separate corporation
for the operation of its Center.
In making the decision about whether, and how to, incorporate a Center, the Church and
church council must consider whether it would want the Church to give up control over the day to
day operations of the Center; whether it would want the Church to act as a “parent” corporation to
the Center, keeping certain control over the structure and organization of the Center and its assets;
and how the Center would fit in with the mission and ministry of the Church. This memo starts with
a basic assumption that a Church typically will want to retain some control over the structure and
organization of the Center, and have the Center serve the Church in fulfillment of its mission and
ministry. However, each situation is unique and each local church needs to make some basic policy
decisions about its own Center before making the decision to incorporate (or not) and how to
structure and set up the corporation.
--

I

--

Why Some Churches Consider Separate
Incorporation of Their Center
The most significant reason that many churches incorporate is limitation of liability. An
advantage of separate incorporation is that if the incorporation is properly structured, the Church
should be able to limit its liability with respect to matters for which persons may seek to hold the
Center liable, such as accidents occurring at the Center or alleged unfair treatment of the Center’s
employees. Also, the Center should be able to limit its liability for matters for which persons
may seek to hold the Church liable.
What is meant by a limitation of liability is that the Church should be able to protect its
bank accounts and other property if the Center is sued and the Center should be able to protect its
bank accounts and other assets if the Church is sued. This does not mean that the Church will
never need to defend itself in a lawsuit involving activities of the Center, especially if the suit
results from an accident on Church property. However, the defense will be made easier with the
properly structured, separate incorporation and operation of the Center.
In addition, if the incorporation is not properly structured, or, if the operation of the
Center continues to function as an integral part of the Church, the limitation of liability probably
will not be accomplished. If separately incorporated, the Center must truly operate separately
from the Church so as not to appear to be, and function as, a part of the Church.

The Incorporation Process
Incorporation is the legal process where the state approves the “charter” of the
corporation. Articles of incorporation of the Center must be prepared, approved, signed, and
filed with the secretary of state of the state in which the Center is located. These should be
prepared by a local attorney experienced in corporate law and familiar with the structure and The
Book ofDiscipline of The United Methodist denomination.
The Church can “control” the structure and organization of the Center corporation by a
number of provisions in the Center’s articles of incorporation and bylaws, and the appropriate use
of such control provisions is determined by state law. The basic means of control is the ability of
the Church to elect and remove the board of directors of the Center.
The articles of incorporation of the Center normally, under most state laws, can provide
that the Church, represented by its Church Council, will be the only member of the Center
corporation. The member of a nonprofit corporation elects its board of directors and
approves or makes the most important decisions about the structure, existence and property of the
corporation. Members of a nonprofit corporation are, in this sense, comparable to shareholders
of a business corporation.
The Center’s articles of incorporation can state that only the Church, as the sole member
of the Center, has the right to appoint and remove the members of the Center’s board of directors.
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The articles of incorporation or bylaws might require that only members of the Church may be
directors of the Center or state that a majority must be members of the Church. It is important
that the Center’s articles of incorporation or bylaws include a statement that the Center is
required at all times to comply with The Book ofDiscipline. The articles of incorporation or
bylaws also can provide that any sale or purchase of assets over a certain dollar amount must be
approved by the Church, that the Center cannot go out of business or change its mission and
purpose without Church approval and that reports are given to the Church on a regular basis.
Another provision in the Center’s articles and bylaws should require all of the Center=s assets to
be distributed to the Church on any dissolution of the Center. Finally, in order to assure the
continuation of these control provisions, the articles and bylaws can require Church approval of
any changes in them.
By structuring the Church’s relationship to the Center in this manner, the Church will be
able ultimately to control the mission and purpose of the Center, because the board of directors of
the Center is selected by the Church. Also, if the Center takes actions that the Church finds
inconsistent with its mission and ministry, the Church can remove any or all of the directors of
the Center and appoint a board that will act consistent with Church policies.
However, the Church cannot control the day to day operations of the Center that is
separately incorporated, such as hiring, discipline and termination of staff; the hours and dates of
operation, payroll issues, etc. A court is likely to ignore the separate corporate status of the
Center if the church is controlling the day to day operations.
Federal Tax-Exempt Status
A Center is not automatically tax exempt. The Internal Revenue Code requires application
for exempt status to be made with the IRS within 15 months of incorporation. United Methodist
local churches are exempt from federal income tax under the IRS Group Exemption ruling for
The United Methodist Church. The General Council on Finance and Administration maintains
this Group Ruling exemption. However, the Ruling does not provide for the automatic inclusion
in the Group Ruling of separately incorporated organizations, such as Centers, even those
•“controlled” by the Church. GCFA ordinarily permits Centers that are clearly a part of the
mission and ministry of the Church to be included in the Group Exemption Ruling if they choose
to request inclusion.
If a Center wishes to rely on inclusion in the denomination’s group Ruling, the Center must
request and authorize inclusion in the Ruling. To do so, the Center should contact the General
Council on Finance and Administration, 1000 17th Avenue South, Nashville, TN 37212, Attn:
Legal Department, to obtain information about inclusion in the Group Ruling. A Center may
prefer to seek tax-exempt status by filing a separate Form 1023 application with the IRS.
However, the cost and work involved in filing such an application may not be worthwhile if the
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Center can be included in the Group Ruling.
Before it is decided whether to separately incorporate the Center, it should be determined
whether tax-exempt status is likely to be obtained, either under the denomination’s Group Ruling
or a separate exemption for the Center. The three possible categories for exemption are for an
entity organized and operated exclusively for one or more of the following purposes: (1)
religious, (2) educational, or (3) charitable. To qualify as exempt due to the Center’s religious
purpose, the Center must, both in its purpose and activities, function for the promotion of
religious beliefs, attempting to a significant degree to impart religious beliefs to the children in
its care. To qualify as an educational organization, either (1) substantially all of the care
provided must be for the purposes of enabling individuals to be gainfully employed and the
services of the Center must be available to the general public, or (2) the Center must demonstrate
that its activities and goals are aimed at educating the children in its care. For a Center to meet
the second test for educational organization status, the environment of the Center should be
designed with an educational purpose, the teachers should be highly trained in education, and the
children’s schedule should be planned to maximize the educational value of their play and other
activities. To qualify as a charitable organization, the Center must be primarily geared toward
caring for children from low-income families at reduced fees or without charge or toward caring
for children from dysfunctional families or who are otherwise disadvantaged and in need of
special care.

State Tax-Exempt Status
The requirements of the particular state in which the Center is located for obtaining an
exemption from state income tax (and, in some states, sales tax) must be determined. The
exemption from state income tax may be conferred automatically once the exemption from
federal income taxation is obtained. If the exemption is not conferred automatically, the required
application necessary for state income tax exemption (and sales tax) must be filed with the
appropriate state agency.
Other Important Steps
1. Employer Identification Number. The incorporated Center must obtain an Employer
Identification number (BIN) separate from the Church, by completing and filing the appropriate
form with the Internal Revenue Service (Form 55-4).
2. Center Bylaws. Bylaws must be drafted for the incorporated Center.
3. Church Bylaws. The Church’s bylaws will need to be changed to show the relationship
between the Church and the Center. The Church should consider having a bylaw provision
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stating its purpose in operating a Center aa part of its mission and ministry and describing the
manner in which it will elect Directors, consistent with Ce nteñ bylaws. Otha provisions can
describe the duty of the Center’s board of directors to provide reports to the Church. (This
provision should also be in the Center’ s bylaws).
4. Assets Tranfer Since the main purpose of incorporating the Center would be to protect
church assets from any liabilities of the Center and to pr otect Center assets from any liabilities of
the Church, it is appropriate, but not required, that assets owned by
the Church for the operation
of the Center be transferred to the Center corporation, (e.g., bank accounts that relate to the
Center). Thr real property it is advisable that a lease should be written and rent be charg
ed the
separately incorporated Center by the Church. (Consider real estate property tax issues in the
lease.) The lease should include appropriate indemnification of the Church by
the Center in the
event of third party or employee claims and suits. The L ease should be prepared by a qualified
local attorney and should spell out in detail any financial arrang ements, times of operation, and
terms of access to the propert y.If a separat e corporat ion is to own real propert y, rem ember the
Disciplinary requirements for inclusion of the Trust Clause in the deed.
.

,

5. Insurance. Sçarate liability and property insur ance must be obtained by the Center
with the Center as the insured. This policy should also name the Church as an additional insured.
Directors and Officers’ Liability Insurance should be considered.
6. Worker’s Compensation. Depending on state law, the Center may need to pay for
worker’s compensation insurance coverage of its employees.
7. Separate Boardof Directors The board of directors of the Center must elect officers,
hold meetings, keep minutes, and maintain other appropriate records.
.

8. Sepante Annual Report
Generally, an annual report (and possibly a fee) must be filed
by the Center corporation with the Secretary of State of the state in which the Center is located.
(This varies from state to state.)
.

9. Sepante Books andRecords
The Center will be required to keep books and records,
including minutes, separate from the books and records of the Church. What this means is that
the actual books or binders used should contain only records of the Center. It is desirable for
these records to be stored separately from Church records.
.

10.

FederalUnemployment Tax

.

Presently, the local Church is not required to make
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federal unemployment tax payments on behalf of its employees, including its employees who
work at the Center, because, as a United Methodist church, it is exempt from the Federal
Unemployment Tax Act. If the Center is incorporated separately, the Center still may be exempt
from the Federal Unemployment Tax Act as an organization that is operated primarily for
religious purposes and that is controlled by a church. (If the Center qualifies under the Group
Ruling, it should be exempt from federal unemployment tax.) However, a state exemption from
paying state unemployment tax may not exist or state tax authorities may not consider the Center
to be an organization operated primarily for religious purposes and may decide that the Center
must make state unemployment tax payments on behalf of its employees.
11. Payroll and tnployment Taxes A separate payroll must be established for the
Center’s employees and all federal and state employment tax returns and tax information
reporting for Center employees and for any other purposes in connection with the operation of
the Center must be filed separately by the Center.
.

12. Form99O. If a Center has applied for tax-exempt status outside of the denomination’s
group ruling, a federal tax Form 990 may be required if Center receipts exceed $25,000 in any
year. No tax is payable, assuming the Center is found to be exempt from federal income
taxation, but the return may be required. (If the Center has unrelated business income, a return
must be filed and tax may be due.)
13. Personnel Policies It is essential that Centers have comprehensive, well-written
personnel policies that may be very different from the Church’s own personnel policies.
Examples of issues that should be covered in these policies are: at-will employment, hiring,
salary and benefits, vacation and sick leave, religious requirements, work hours, requirements for
the safety of children, performance reviews, discipline, sexual and racial harassment policies and
termination and resignation.
.

14. Special Child & School Concerns If you already have a Center in operation, you
will be aware of the federal, state and local regulations that you must comply with including:
zoning and building codes for schools or child care, regulations for how the Center’s property
must be maintained, accessibility for disabled persons, screening of workers, child abuse
regulations and reporting requirements and transportation regulations, to name a few. If you are
starting up a Center, these are all topics to review with your legal counsel.
.

Disclaimer: This memorandum explores general incorporation issues. There will be other issues or concerns not addressed here.
The General Council on Finance and Administration is not engaged in providing legal, tax or accounting advice or services.
Please consult a competent local attorney for legal advice or a tax professional for tax advice.
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